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SAVE YOUR KISSES FOR ME, Brotherhood Of Man
FERNANDO, Abbe
JUNGLE ROCK, Hank Mizell
LOVE ME LIKE I LOVE YOU, Bay City Rollers
S -S -SINGLE BED. Fox
DO YOU KNOW WHERE YOU'RE GOING TO, Diana Ross
GIRLS GIRLS GIRLS, Sailor
I M MANGY FLY ME, 10cc
GET UP AND BOOGIE. Silver Convention
DISCO CONNECTION. Isaac Hayes Movement
MUSIC, John Mlles
LIFE IS TOO SHORT GIRL, Sheer Elegance
ALL BY MYSELF, Eric Carmen
CONVOY GB, Laurie Lingo & The Dipsticks
DONT STOP IT NOW, Hot Chocolate
SILVER STAR. Four Seasons
MORE MORE MORE, Andrea True Connection
HEY JUDE, Beatles
p
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NO CHARGE. Jr J.
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YOU'RETHEREASON WHY. Rubettes
THERE'S KIND OF HUSH. Carpenters

38

32

GET BACK. Beatles

39

43

40

28

41

49

42

16

RAIN FOREST, Blddu 0rchestre
FALLING APART AT THE SEAMS. Marmalade
BLUEBERRY HILL. Fats Domino
HELLO HAPPINESS. Drifters
FOOL TO CRY. Roiling Stones
WHERE THE HAPPY PEOPLE GO. Trammps
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Cherly
Bell
GTO
CBS

Mercury
Magnet
' ABC
Decca

41

45

DOOMSDAY, Evelyn Thomas
TOAST OF LOVE. Three Deanees
48 RAM GOAT LIVER. Pluto
LOVE ME LIKE A LOVER, Tina Chitties
SHOW ME THE WAY, Pe tar Frampton
HURT, Ehris Presley
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RIGHT BACA WI/ERE WE STARTED rROM,
BOOGIE FEVER Where
WELWME BACK. John Setae an
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SWEET LOVE. Commodore.
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UP AND BOOGIE Laver
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Ray Stevens
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Ringo Starr
Andy 151111arns
Diana Roes
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36
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Fantasy

26

26

DJM

27

16
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MUSIC PLAY, Barry White
20th Century
TUBULAR BELLS, Mike 0idfield
Virgin
24 ORIGINAL HITS. The Drifters
Atlantic.
THE BEST OF GLADYS KNIGHT & THE PIPS
Buddah
DOUBLY DEVINE, Sydney Devine
Philips
PAT BOONE ORIGINALS. Pet Boone
ABC
PENTHOUSE TAPES. Sensational Alex Harvey Bend
Vertigo
MOON MADNESS, Camel
Decca
GREATEST HITS. Barry White
20th Century
THE BEST OF HELEN REDDY, Helen Reddy Capitol
AMIGOS, Santana
CBS
GARY GLITTER'S GREATEST HITS. Gary Glitter
Bell
THE BEATLES. 19621966. The Beatles
Apple
BRASS CONSTRUCTION. Brass Construction
United Artists
CRY TOUGH. Nils Lofgren
A&M
SOME OF ME POEMS AND SONGS, Pam Ayres
Galaxy
THE FOUR SEASONS STORY. The Four Seasons
Pnvate Stock
A NIGHT AT THE OPERA, Queen
EMI
JAIL BREAK, Thin Lizzy
Vertigo
FAVOURITES. Peters and Lee
Philips
MOTOW N GOLD. Verb us
Tanile Motown
BACK HOME AGAIN. John Denver
Victor
ELTON JOHN'S GREATEST HITS1 Elton John
DJM
PATRICK MORAZ. Patrick Moraz
Charisma
SIMON AND GARFUNKEL'S GREATEST HITS, Simon and Garfunkel CBS
Apple
THE BEATLES. 1967-1970, The Beatles
CBS
STILL CRAZY AFTER ALL THESE YEARS. Paul Simon
Avco
THE BEST OF THE STYLISTICS, The Styfstica
Unite,4Artnts
ElOADHAWKS.
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Elvis Presley
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OU'RF. DRIVING ME CRAZY,
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THEME FROM DIXIE.
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Pye
SAVE YOUR KISSES' FOR ME, Brotherhood of Man
GTO
S S SINGLE BF,D, Fox
Mercury
le FEEL THE RHYTHM, Pioneers
Buddah
10 MORE MORE MORE, Andrea True Connection
Otlsalck
BRAND NEW CADILLAC, Vince Taylor
CBS
9
1LOVETO LOVE, TIna'Charles
ABC
12
DISCO CONNECTION; Isaac Hayes
- DECEMBER '63, Four Seasons
'Warner Bros
.Arista
BABY I'M YOURS, Linda Lew%
Mercury
I'M YOUR PUPPET, James 4: BobbyrPurify
'
- LOVE HANGOVER, Diana Ross
Tamla Motown
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WANT YOU, Mervin Gaye
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COME ON OVER,OIhla Newton -John
THE DREAM WEAVER Cary Wd6M
RUN WITH THE PACK. Bad Cowmen/
TAKIN' IT.TO THE STREETS Doable BratMn
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DIANA ROSS,
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AMIGOS Santana
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RUFUS FEATURING GHANA KHAN
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21

THOROUGHBRED, Carole Klef
MOTHERSNIP CONNECTION. Paritanent
THE OUTLAWS Wee km J.merp WRY Nauan. Jeael CalEr, Ter,
STILL CRAZY AFTER ALL THESE YEARS Peel Siren
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19

Werner Bros
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MOVIN' ON Caesrhodaa
ROCK M ROLL LOVE LETTER Bar City Rollers
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STRUTTIM MY STUFF. EMn Mena.
SILVER CONVENTION
GRATITUDE. Earth Wed
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WHEN LOVE HAS GONE AWAY, Riots rd Comte Me
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Warner Brat
Tame
Ande Armenia
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FALUNGitPAR1 AI MEDAN& Manita/L.
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DISCO LADY,
YOU SEXY SUGAR PLUM.

GETUP AND BOOGIE
DO WHAT YOU FEEL.
RAIN FOREST / EXODUS.
NIGHT LIFE
red YOUR PUPPET,
I'LL GO WHERE YOUR MUSIC TAKES ME
HEAVY LOVE
YOU SEE THE TROUBLE WITH ME.
DOOMSDAY.
LETS MAKE A BABY.
LOVE AND UNDERSTANDING,
THAT'S WHERE THE HAPPY PEOPLE GO.
SOUL SELF SATISFACTION,
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FOOL TO CRY. Robing
OMB PIE CE AT A TIME, Johnny 0431
TAMPA IT TO THE STREETS. Doable Brothers

DISCO CONNECTION.
LOVE HANGOVER.
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Isaac Hayes Movement
Diana Ross
Brass Construction
Diana Ross

Andrea True Connection
Johnnie Taylor
Rodger Collins
Sliver Convention
Rimohots
Biddu'
The Miracles
Jame. and Bobby Purify
Jimmy James
David Ruffin
Barry White
Evelyn Thomas
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Kool And The Gang
Trammos
Earl Jackson
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LIVEN' FOR THE WEEKEND
O'Jays
MOVIN'
Bras. Construction
AI Wilson
I'VE GOT A FEELING
IT'S COOL
Tymes
DISCO LADY
Johnnie Taylor
Diann Ross
LOVE II PiGO VER
Harold Melvin & The Blue Notes
TELL THE WORLD
Kool & The Gang
LOS' E AND UNDERSTANDING
Sliver Convention
GET UP AND BOOGIE
Dorothy Moore
MISTY BLUE
Earth, Wind S Fire
CAN'T IIIDE. LOVE
Fatback Band
SPANISH HUSTLE
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GRATEFUL
Barry White
YOU SEETHE TROUBLE WITH ME
CAndl S1aton
YOUNG HEARTS RUN FREE
MAKE YOURS A IIAI'PY HOME Gladys Knight A The Plps
WIIIIe Hutch
PARTY DOWN
Rufus Featuring Ch aka WI an

RemLL M.'.
BBC Chant
Supplied by British Market Research
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WINGS AT THE SPEED OF SOUND. Wrap
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STATION TO STATION. David B mete
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JUNGLE ROCK. Hank Mizzrl
(Tnrlyr
Fantazy
YOU SEXY SUGAR PLUM. Roger Cblllns
RAK
DONT STOP IT NOW, Hot Chocolate
LOVE REALLY HURTS (WITHOUT YOU), Billy Ocean GTO
Atlantic
WHERE THE HAPPY PEOPLE GO. Trammps
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LET THE

34
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YOU DONT HAS ETO SAY 1'OU LOYE ME. Dusty Springfield
PRETTY FLAM1500,
Manfred Man
The Spencer Davis Group
SOMEBODY HELP ME,
BANG BANG.
Cher
Dave Dee. Dosy. Beatty. Mick and 'Bch
HOLD TIGHT.
The Los ln' Spoonful
DAY DREAM.
The Bachelors
SOUND OF SILENCE.
PIED PIPER.
Otspin St. Peters
I PUT A SPELL ON YOU.
Alan Price
DEDICATED FOLLOWER OF FASHION.
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YOUNG 8L000, Bad Conw.ny
UNION MAJE,Cake Brothers
LOVE IN THE SHADOWS Nil Sedeke
LOVE RE ALLY WARTS WITHOUT YOU. Bray Ocean
4) MORE, MORE MORE (Part!). And.. Trua Conned' on
41 I'VE GOT A FEELING (We'll Be Stang Earn Other Apse. AI Wilson
42
HURT/FOR THE HEART, Ehle Presley
39
CAN'T HIDE toy E, Earth Winch Pin
ANYTIME (1'1113a Then). PeaA.sa
46

49

Rolling Stones
Waldo de Los Rios

19

33

44
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4e
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to YEARS AGO

DJM
Mercury
Arista
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MOZART 40.
BRIDGET TIIE MIDGET.
IT DONT COME EASY.
WFIEItE DO I BEGIN (LOVE STORY',
REMEMBER ME.
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Dave and Anell Collins
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LOVE AND KISSES, Brotherhood Of Men
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21
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CBS
RCA
Warner Bros
Philips
United Artiste

WINDSONG, John Denver
WHO LOVES YOU, Four Seasons

22

HAPPY MUSIC,

43

16

A&M
Vertigo
Dacca
Victor

THE BEST OF JOHN DENVER. John Denver
DESIRE, Bob Dylan

29

36

42
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14

41

11

HOW DARE YOU,1OCC
NO EARTHLY CONNECTION. RicleWakeman
BLUE FOR YOU. Status Quo
REBEL, John Miles
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31

40
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30

39

8
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COME ON OVER, Olivia

34

7
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Warwick
Asylum
Tamla Motown
Mercury

INSTRUMENTAL GOLD, Instrumental Gold
THEIR GREATEST HITS, 1971-75, The Eagles
DIANA ROSS. Diana Ross
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35
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Epic
Apple
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DOUBLE BARREL,
HOT LOVE.
KNOCKTHREE TIMES.
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V .DONT PULL

Island
Swan Song
K.Tel

PRESENCE. Led Zeppelin

HAPPY TO BE, Dames Roussos
THE VERY BEST OF SLIM WHITMAN, Slim Whitman
18
CARNIVAL. Manuel And The Musk Of The Mountains
19 A TRICK OF THE TAIL. Genesis

Warner Bro4.

TRYIN' TO GET THE
SARA SMILE,
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Clunk
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Pye
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29

35

6

82

Target

6. Four Simeon.
FEELNG 05415, Berry Maribor
John Oahe
metric LlprtOrchatrs
22 STRANGE MAGIC, E
20 WN'FOR 114E WEEKEND O'Jays
25 MISTYBWE. Drapery Hoare
26 RHANNON(WIR You Eva, Win),Flaneowl Mac
LONELY MORT(An piFstN. Us/ taln a Tennis.
11
13" DREAM WEAVER, Gary Wright
THERE'S A KIND OF HUSH (All Over The Wald), Orp.ned
12
37
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19 SWEET THING, Rutas F6etidreCleka Khan
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20th Century
Temle Motown
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JUKE BOX JIVE. Various
5- GREATEST HITS, Abbe
3
WINGS AT THE SPEED OF SOUND, Wings

9

State

Dare Rm.
LOVE HANGOVER
ONLY SIXTEEN DrHmh
dings
SONGS
SILLY LOVE

31

4

4
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DISOOIADY, Johnnie Teller
Frampton
SHOW ME THE WAY,ear
FELL IN LOVE 0~9141ep
FOOLED AROUND AND
a041E1111AN

3
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46
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Arista
State
Rak

Barrie
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Tender Motown

ARMS OF MARY, Sutherland Brothers/Quiver
CAN'T HELP FALLING IN LOVE, Stylistics
HONKY TONKTRAIN BLUES. Keith Emerson
FALLEN ANGEL. Frankle Valli
YOU SEE THE TROUBLE WITH ME, Barry White
LOVE HANGOVER, Diana Ross
W. 00 WHERE YOUR MUSIC TAKES ME, Jimmy James
YOU SEXY SUGAR PLUM. Rockier Coffin'
MOVIESTAR, Harpo
LET YOUR LOVE FLOW, Bellamy Brothers
REGGAE LIKE IT USED TO BE, Paul Nicholas
DISCO LADY, Johnnie Taylor
PINBALL WIZARD, Elton John
I'M YOUR PUPPET, James& Bobby Purity
BABY I'M YOURS. Linda Lewis
MOVIN. Brass Construction

50

35

THE WINKLE MAN, Judge Dread
'Cactus
BARKING UP THE WRONG TREE, Don Woody
MCA
3 JOLENE, Dolly Parton
RCA
4 WILD WILD ANGEL, Smokle
RAK
5 LIVIN' FOR THE WEEKEND, O'Jays
Philadelphia
e MANCHESTER UNITED.
Manchester United Football Club ` Decca
7 HERE I AM. Stevenson's Rocket
Magnet
A DEVIL WOMAN, CITY, Richard
EMI
9 MY RESISTANCE IS LOW, Robin Sarstedt
Decca
10 NIGHT RIDER. Electric Ught Orchestra
Jet
I
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Pye
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Werner Bra.
Gann

In. car

US DucaTop20
1

LOVETRILOGY, Donna Summer

Oasis

WHERE THE HAPPY PEOPLE GO, The Trammps
Atlantic
3 LOVE HANGOVER, Diana Ross
Motown
4 TOUCH & GO, Ecstasy, Passion & Pain
Roulette
5 TURNTHE BEAT AROUND, Vicky Sue Robinson
RCA
6 FIRST CHOICE TI4EME/GOTTA GET AWAY, First Choice
Phllly Groove
7 NO. NO. JOE/GET UP b BOOGIE. Silver Convention
Midland intl.
8 THIS'IS IT/FREE/PLAY BOY SCOUT, Melba Moore
Buddah
9 BROTHERS THEMEJUNDER MY SKIN/MAKE LOVE, The Brothers
RCA
10 I'LL GO WHERE YOUR MUSIC TAKES ME. Jimmy James Er The Vagabonds
Pye
1,1 MOVING LIKE A SUPERSTAR, Jackie Robinson
American Arcola
12 RAIN FOREST.Biddu Orch
Epic
13 NIGHT b DAY. The Monster Orch
Sam Records
2

Dotibie Exposure
Milton Hamilton
16 MA -MO -AH, Tony Valor Sounds Orch
17 MORE. MORE. MORE. Andrea True Connection
18 GET OFF YOUR AHHHI AND DANCE. Foxy
19 I LOVE TO LOVE, Al Downing
20 MOONLIGHT SERENADE The Ventures

14

10 PER CENT,

15 MY LOVE SUPREME.
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Polydor
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Headline tour for
Gallagher 8t Lyle

IVamidzik,
01-607 6411

NEWS EDITOR: ROSALQ1i D RUSSELL

New ton

the
shelf
o

FOR Olivia
Newton John to come to
Britain for television
promotion on her new
album 'Come On Over'
which is 'released thin

week, have been temporarily shelved.
This follows the news
that Olivia has split up
with her boyfriend and
manager, Lee Kramer.
As he has been handling
her business affairs, it Is
not known U she will

carry out her arrange
mente In Britain.

DUSTY

ALBUM
SPRINGFIELD
considering recording
her new album and single
DUSTY
Is

Britain.

She has been

involved in dlscusslms
with her manager Vic
Billings and the two have
been busy Collating

material for future
recording use.
Record

fi

Mirror, which

exclusively reported in
April S issue Dusty's
return to recording;

understands that Ms

Springfield would like to
record M Britain. A
single Is expected to be
released prior to the new
album.

ol

Other dale, are: Glas-

gow Apollo (Igl,
Edinburgh Usher Hall

R

(19), Manchester Palace

Theatre (22), Preston
Guildhall (23), Hull Qty
Hall (24), Sheffield City
Hall (25), Birmingham
Odeon (211), London
Hammersmith Odeon
1241, Brighton Dome (211)

OLIVIA NEWTON -

and Wolverhampton Civic
(30).

JOHN

Full time
band for

FOR

Play With

/r)

Laughing

\

Sam's Dice' and It will be
shown aI the London
Ilampslead Theatre Club
In a few weeks. Calvert
hasn't released the names
of the rasI.

Cut price
Stones

)

UNLUCKY APPLI-

CANTS for Rolling

1e

Stones' concert tickets

will have

'.

MAXI NE NIGHT-

to

ª1_

GALLAGHER 6 LYLE:own British tour

h

Poco

PRETTY

EXTRAS

2

as possible.
She has Just finished
work on her new album,
which has the same title
as the first single and
Include, the new release
'Got To Be The One'.

`

Tile: PRETTY Things
have two -extra dates
added le their tour. Thee
are at (lull College (if
Commerce on May 21 and

Liverpool Stadium

PAN'S PEOPLE: deposed

BRASS CONSTRUC-

May 12.

on

Construction difficulties

TION, currently In the
charts with their single
'Movin', have run Into
difficulties over their
plans to come to Britain to
tour

YLI K, '9hOSE British
hair opens on Jim.' I :a
Taunton Odeon. are

I

.

A

e'e
k

t
I

©

_y..

1
+

yy,
7-

r,._
,r'a' LF
no

BRASS CONSTRUCTION: legal problems

,ñe

r

AMERICAN WESTCoast
harmony group Poco are
expected to arrive In
Britain In the Summer.
There are talks underway
to arrange for the hand to
play al n large outdoor
event in the UK, but
details have not been
finalised,

More Slik

r

that
his mother had failed to
register him when the
family Came over from
Guyana.

for

Britain
'

-

expected

N add

a

mall

consolation. They will he
given a token voucher
giving them Zap off the
price of the Stories' latest
album 'Black And Blue',
along with their refunded
money. 'Deitch' for the
conchs should all have
been sent out by the end of
this week.
The Meters haver been
announced as the support
band for the Stones'

-

INGALE. CurrenUy high
In the American charts
with her first single.
'Right Back Where We
Started From', has lust
returned from a promotional visit In the States
and is trying to set up her
own full time band as soon

Britain.

arr
\.+5

PAN'S PEOPLE are being dropped from Top Of The
Pops
but two of the girls will be Included In the new,
team which takes over nest month. The new troupe will
be called the Ruby Flipper dance group and will
include three male dancers. Plans for the deposed
Pan's People am not yet known.

Muller discovered

Í7 r
DUSTY SPRINGFIELD

JIMI

PAN'S OUT OF POPS

Maxine

The States have now
declared him an Illegal
immigrant and say that If
he leaves America to do
the tour, he may not be
allowed back In.
The band's lawyers are
Currently trying to untangle the problems and
as soon as they have, the
band will 'be brought to

l

BOB CALVERT of Hawk.
w Ind has written Is play
about Jim' Hendrix. It is
tilled 'The Stars Thal

When they made the
application to come to the
UK, lead singer Randy

rf

The BaY City Rollers
leave for the Continent on
May IS, where they will
play a three week lour of
Germany and Scandinavia
here are plans for the
group to play extensive
tours of the States and
Australia later thin year,
but negotiations for any
possible British dates are
still moving elowly.
It seems unlikely they
will play any outdoor
evento In the summer as
at first hoped.

GALLAGHER AND LYLE return from t to
States in May to headline their own British
tour. heir follow up single to 'I Wanna
Stay With You' is titled 'Heart On My
Sleeve' and is out on May 7.
The tour opens at
Newcastle CityeHall
STAR CAST
on May 16.

-

PLANS

In

e"

Rollers
World
wide
Tour

sore

dates.. They should he
available nest seek.

Splinter join
Daredevils
SPLINTER HAVE been
added to the Ozark
Mountain Daredevils' UK
tour which opens on
Thursday al NewcasUe
Qty Hall. Other dates an
the tour are Liverpool
Empire (May 21 and
Birmingham Odeon 16).
and not the Royal Court
and Town Hall an
previously stated

show hire and

In

Europe

MICK TAYLOR

Back Street

Leader
MICK TAYLOR will not
he replacing the late Paul
Konaof in Back Street
Crawler after all New
lead guitarist with the
band le Geoff Whltehorn,
formerly with the Maggie
Bell band
,Crawler's deltas will
now go ahead
planned
and new dates will be
announced soon The
hand play at the London
Marquee en May ti and
12 In a benefit concert in
aid of the Free Clinic. The

u

Clinic

la

a

rehab)UUatlm unit

drug
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NEWS

SILLY

ELO

WINGS CANCEL
WINGS HAVE a new
single out this week

titled

Silly

ELO HAVE postponed
their British tour which
was due to start al the
Ipswich Gaumont on
May 7. They have given
their reason as "exhaustion", following a

Love

It's taken from
'Wings At The
Speed Of Sound' album
which has just gone
gold. The band are
currently in Dallas
where they are rehears.
trig for their American
tour which starts on
May 3.
Songs'

their

prolonged American
tour. It's hoped the tour
will he re scheduled

when the group has
rested. Dates may be
announced next week.

Elegant
Supremes

Sweet

i

theft

SWEET HAVE had f11,000
worth of equipment stolen
from their rehearsal hall

THE SUPREMES will he supported by Sheer Elegance
m their forthcoming eight date tour. The tour opens at
reignite Festival Theatre (May 9), Eastbourne
Congress Theatre (II), Bournemouth Winter Gardens
(12), London New Victoria (It), Stockport Davenport
Theatre (I5) and Southport New Theatre (16).
Two more dates have to be confirmed for May 10 and
13 and should be available by nest week.
Sheer Elegance, whose
Current single Is 'Life Is Bowl (May 1), Bedford
SHEER ELEGANCE
Too Short Girl', replace Nightspot (2), Burnley
the original artist put Cats Whiskers (4), Swim
forward for the lour
don Brunel Ronms (7),
Billy Ocean. It was felt Plymouth Fiesta (191,
That Billy hadn't sufSunderland Black Cat
fldently rehearsed with (211, Welwyn Garden City

-

Campus West (22),

his new band.
Elegance have another
series of dates set. They

Guernsey New Hermitage
Hotel (21'271), Liverpool
Arabellas (27), Norwich
Pinebank Social Club (281
and London Royal Tottenham (:a))

begin at Birmingham
Barbnrellas on April 20.

They continue

al:

Bournemouth Village

at Plnewond Studios The
theft was tllscovered on

Thursday morning.

Among the Instruments
stolen were three bass
guitars, a Dan Armstrong

Plexiglas*,

Mustang and

DAVID BOWIE will
be arriving in

debut

between three and

after-

TINA CIIARI.ES was rushed to hospital In Glasgow on noon.
Monday with a suspected fractured skull. She'wes due
to play a enne'rtln Falkirk Town Hall on Monday night
with Riddu, bur complained of a headache while err the
phone rom London. however, after two seis of X-rays,
doctor; confirmed she was only suffering from JAN1S LAN arrives In
enecussim and she went ahead with the show.
BrItaln on May 28 to
record an appearance for
Record Mirror mmdendands that Tina fell when rye
the 'Old Grey Wh lstle
was having a louden nightclub on Sunday and hit her
Test' to be shown In
head. tier Falkirk concert was broadcast in part for August.
the Radio Clyde Romuishow programme.
She will also be

have a short tour
arranged beginning In
May.

The dates are. London
Lyceum, supporting the
Sutherland Brothers and
Quiver (14), Hull Centre

Hotel (10), Sundertsnd
Seaburn Hail (241, Threp'

wend Highwayman (10),
Ambleslde Lakes Folk
Club (June 16 Liverpool

Whistling Janis Ian

/

TINA CHARLES: suspected fractured sku)P

Frankie's full house

FKANKIE MILLER

Frankle

Miller's

Full

House and comprises,

Ray Minhinnitt (lead
guitar), Charlie Harrison
(bass), Graham Deacon
(drums) and James Hall
(keyboards)
The

Pavilion

(May

ally

1),

I,

University (8), Dumfries

include

Cleveland

(:.1), Doncaster Outlook

Retford Porterhouse

1241.

Huddersfield

l va n hoes ( 551,
Scarborough Penthouse
Club (381 and Harrow
Tithe Farmhouse (301

(21).

FRANK IE MILLER: new band for May tour

'Jesus Christ Superstar
has broken all records
nt the London ,Palace
Theatre where It has
been running far 105

weeks

Gardens 1131, Stockport
Warren Country Club
(It), Manchester Pembroke Halls 117) and

1141.

(15) and Chelmsford
Odeon, with Arrows.

e

I

n

Scunthorpe Tiffany!

America, Australia and
Japan. They will be

recording their fifth
album In June and

(Meanwhile,

he Chown the second week

In May.

July

Meanwhile, there have
been several hanges to
the original Itinerary and
the correct dates :re PA
follows. .,heffleld Fleets
(two shows May 13),
k
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May with producer
Stickle Most They will
complete an album due
for release mid - June at
the Chateau, it will
coincide with a nation
wide tour being set up
for the band.
on

Bournemouth Winter
Gardens, two :shows, 15).
London New Victoria,
)two dhows 211, ITutley
Variety Club (two shown

3

KGB anew line-up
Kali nee currently touring America, having changed
their line up back to a five piece. Rick Grech and
?tike Bloomfield have left the hand and have been
replaced by Greg Sutton andBen Schultz on bass
and guitar Remaining are Carmine Appicx Ray
Kennedy and Barry Goldberg Rick Grech has
finalised the line up for his own band which will be
known as SDM Claire Hamill has joined as
vocalist
The Heavy Metal Kids
leave the UK for France

-

CHUCK DERRY: banned from Croydon
CMUCN U & IV has :men tanned by the Croydon
Fairfield I1a1h where he was due to appear en nay
"i Ae management deny he new banned O e-adal
grounds and cLhn that Chuck mould have ,'Ish(Hbed 3
company rehearsing a play in the usage bonding.
The BBC ore currently
making a i.ocumentary
an Chuck Berry and It will

(18).
Queen arrived back in
Britain on Sunday from
their four month tour of

tapes of the new opera

Distributed by:
SPOTUGHT M AGAZINE DISTRIBUTION LTD
SPOTLIGHT HOUSE ,'1 BEN WELL ROAD,LONDON N77AX

a

Cleethorpes Winter

Sunderland Mayfair
(7). Douglas Palace

Tavern Club

'!

dersfield lvenhoes

Grimsby Tlffanys (5).

Swats

Ot

Croydon Greyhound
(klay 2), Birmingham
Harbarcllas (41, Southampton University (8),
Twickenham Winning
Post 10, Doncaster
Outlook (l0). Hud-

Wakefield Tlffanys (3),

Lido 16'01, Dorchester

hotel

.

Dates for the land ure:

Philmore Dlaco (1),

Dudley JBs (221,

tenham Carlton

(20), Plymouth Wooda
Club 121) and Workington
Festival (26).

NNE

album for HEMS
released on May 7.
titled 'Bandages.'

.Hove Town Hall (131.
Bllbo Ruggles' May dates

College of Education ('14),
Glasgow University (15);
Pa Lsley YeaterMll (16),
Stockport Warren Country Chi's (18), Redford
Porterhouse Club 119),
Kendal Arts Ceñtre (21),

Centre Hotel (13), Chei

The Edgar Broughton
(land have their first

Ito). Birmingham
Town Hall (11). Guildfrd Civic Hall (12) and

,

Edinburgh Tlffanys (10),
Aberdeen Palace Ballroom (11 ). Hamilton

Sheffield Black

Lloyd Webber and Tire
Rice, will be heard for
the neat time at the
Syrimoto Fcntival on
July 10, l'he opera,
'Evita', Is bnsed`M the
life of Eva Peron.

Davenport Theatre (9),
Stoke Victoria Hall

Strathclyde

Stagecoach (9)

is

hail (Si. ::locltport

Stirling Unlver-

Ill,

I

Edinburgh Leith Citadel 17), Glasgow City

dates begin at

Colchester Unlverslly

Mlddlosborough Town
Hall (I'e1, Newcaetta

ERRY

written by Andrew

VAN DER Graal Ge, er.
eon have added anoth
er dale to their current
tour at Sheffield Unl- versfly on May Sev
colts.
Pasadena hoof Orrhestra
dates for May are: Bath

Centre Hotel (6) Cheater
Gateways Theatre (11),

'appearing in a I-otiles'
TV special to be produced
by Mike Mansneld. 'there
Is a possibility of one live
appearance et an unapeclflcd venue at the
beginning of June.

Nl?zvki4

has

serles of dales fixed for
May, when he will be
touring with his new
band. It will be called
a

LP

FOLK TRIO Cajun Moon

his arrival,

On

sometime

four in the

Fender

Rickenba.

Cajun's

Bowie will make a
public address from
the station platform
on a podium to be
supplied by British
Rail.

England on Sunday.
May 2 at Victoria

Tina Charles rushed to hospital

a
a

ek er.

Bowie arrives
at his station
Station

1976

1,

'

30). Paignton Festival
Theatre (two shows 31
The date{ continue at:
Stoke Jollees (June 1).
Newcastle City Hall 121.
Liverpoul Empire (S1 and
Douglas Lido (Al.
A maxi single will be
released In Stay, with
'Sweet Little Hoek 'N'
Roller as the A side

alead on
chash

ELTON JOHN's upport
for his forthcoming bar
will be Murray Flead

Head has an :.leum out
caned 'flay 11 Ain't o'
and has formed a baud
especially ter the'.oia.
His band campy**.
Brian Johnstone Ikr'y
boards), Michael Ka..

-

and

Bob

(drums) and Lledt

ICendrlcke (vorais
The tour opens on .tpN
79'310 at Leeds Grand
The re

JO,

Heston

I

(buss), C]tico Crsen..00d

Solution have been added
to the Gentle Gland tour
which opens at the
London Theatre Royal
In Drury Lane :r. May
Jeep Rees bus a new
single out thie week
titled 'Please Care To

Weston lens

tara), Nlchola. ras

MURRAY HEAD: with Elton John

1
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Ian's
double
debut
TOE BAY (7Tt' ROIL
ERS, complete with an
entourage of 17 persons,
had a VIP tour of
Disneyland and were
escorted to the front of
lines for all the rides.
Tarlan'clad American
girls could be seen
follow tog the Rollers
during their six -hour stay
In the Magic Kingdom.
Other Los Angeles molly
ties Included taping the
weekly US rock show 'The
Midnight Special', which
will mark the American
TV debut of Ian Mitchell.
The Rollers did at least
lakes each of 'Money
311
Honey' and 'Rock And
Roll Love Letter', both of
which were scheduled for
the April 30 telecast. The

Rollers also visited

record stores and radio
stations while in Los
Angeles, and hosted an
open house for the piers
at the Beverly lilllnn.

.-

They had touched'
down earlier In the year
with their UK tour, but
flu struck two band
members and they had

to stop the show after a

Lt

mere three numbers.

"It was a real martyr Job,"
joked the band. "Two beds
and a doctor ready at the side
of the stage "
The illness caused the tour
to be rescheduled, and the UK
elates completed after a
European trip. To compensate
for their earlier cancellation,
they put in an extra date al
Glasgow, their three nights
there bringing the tour to a

,t

ROLLERS: TVdeb uf

New York

GEORGE

WHO?
THERE

close.

WAS time when
Beatie was considered
the most Instantly rrrogalsable person in the

a

world. last Thursday

George Harrison walked
on to the stage at
Manhattan's City Centre
In an R.C. M. P. uniform

and, sang

'I'm

A

-

geant Pepper's Lonely
Hearts Club Band'. The
coveted role of Billy

7/

* 7e

SLADE EMBARKED on
their American tour last
week, but w ith a twist that
the recording rights go to Noddy Holder calls a
RSO Records.
"goodwill gesture". They
are playing all the larger
le
concert halls, as is their
custom, but are augmentTHE ROLLING STONES ing these with additional
will not have to stand trial performances In small
In Rhode Island before clubs.
they begin their US tour
"We'd like to be able to
this summer. The police stay In a city for a few
chief of Warwtck, Rhode days. do the big hal s,"
Island. asked the US says Noddy, "but also get
Immigration Department to play in sonic smaller
to require several mem- clubs and perform to
bers of the group to stand audiences on a more
trial on assault charges personal level."
registered four years
Jimmy teen added: "We
ago.
have long wanted to
Immigration officials explore the idea of trying
have ruled that the Stones to perform to American
cannot be barred from the audiences In this way By
US because of the doing both types of
unproven charges, and no concerts this lime out, we
trial will be held. The hope to get ourselves
group begins their US across to as many people
tour July 10 in Pitts- as we can most
effectively."
burgh
FILED BRONSON
STl:1'IIEN Militl.E'
Shears goes to the Rocky
Mountain Illgh man, and

* *

Recorded in 1956
Released in Britain in 1976

DON WOODY
Barking Up
The Wrong Tree
w

to irnpres

debt to pay.

rV

11111,-

1.1976

not atsa

night, with a

Lumberjack' with the rest
of the Python leant In the
sketch nl the sam,- name.
Hardly a soul in the
audience recognised him
even when he came on
JOHN DENVER will play to take a bow al the end.
Well, that is how the
the lead In Robert
Stlg wood's forthcoming "fah four" have always
movie version of 'Ser- said they wanted It.

***

go t

BACK in Glasgow on Saturday

¡

w e're

use

10CC WERE

Hollywood

V

PeanutsWilson
Cast Iron Arm

MCA

240

Now bubbling under the Top 50

MCA RECORDS

Glasgow had obviously
forgiven them, all three dates

1

were sell outs.
As the band opened their set.
at the Apollo they leased the

audience about them only

doing a few numbers and
going on again. But what the
audience got in fact was more
than two hours of quality rock.
And when they apologised
for the previous occasion a

e.4

voice shouted from the
gallery: "Don't mention

it."

Break
The end of the tour means
that we won't be seeing much
of 10cc for some time, as they
haven break and then prepare

for their next album. about
which they aren't saying a lot.

except that

it will

be

"something very special."
"It's been a long haul," said
Graham Gouldman, 'Originally there were two separate
tours, the UK tour and the
European one. But because of
the flu thing it turned into one
long tour with three legs. "
How did they do on the
continent?

"All the places we had been
to before were sold out, which

was encouraging," said
Graham. "Many of Use halls
there are smaller though. "
"In Germany we broke
some

new

ground," added

Kevin Godley. "It was pretty
good apart from a couple of
dates which were a bit in the
middle of nowhere. "
"It's a bit like starting
again," said Graham. "And
that's not always pleasant.
It's quite similar to the
situation In Britain about two
years ago.
"One of the problems Is that
there is no real rock radio over
there. All they have is AFN
(American Forces Network)
and that Isn't just music but a
bit of anything and everything They don't seem to
want to start pop radio over
there. They obviously need
some outlet though.
"In Munich they thought we
were The Carpenters or
something like that, because
the audience was full of old,
sophisUcated people."
Another problem they had to
face was that while most of the
Scandinavians they met could
speak and understand English, the German's couldn't.
They weren't too sure how the
German audiences took their
brand of rock either.
Graham explains: "When
lot goes Into his bit about
wanting to dominate the world
we thought we had better be a
bit careful. So we substituted
Winston Churchill for Adolf
HMiler, and it was worse than
ever
"We heard that one paper
printed a headhne something
like 'IOce Called Audience
Nazi Swines', which just
wasp't true. "
They also had some fun

"We'm going

a
when they played Edinburgh,
when they made a joke about
the Bay City Rollers.
"It turned out that let was In

the audience," said Lol
hope he didn't take
Creme
offence, it was only meant as a

"l

piece of fun.

"Someone told us he
laughed, ur wan It he left, I
couldn't quite make it out "
The resumed tour mainly
met with their approval and,'
they said they had good nights
In Newcastle and rock -starved
Aberdeen, although the smell
of fish had got them down in
the latter.

holiday for

really sure U they
reach
fruition yet.
"It could be a double
though. We're thinking of
aiming at that anyway. We're
11

lucky because we are not al a
stage where we've _got to
impress anyone.
"In America we have a sort
of cult following, and it would
possibly do us well to tour
there The last erne we went
'Original Soundtrack' had
been out too long for us to do
lot.

Reaction
"We've done a longish set
usually," said Kevin. "It has

grown according to audience
reaction Of course, but usually
about two hours ten minutes,
and Including a ~torso! just

about everything we've

done. "
When can we look forward to
seeing them again?

"America said 'I'm Mandy,
Fly Me' was about taking
mandrax to calm your nerves
before flying," said Kevin.
"When all It was really
Inspired by was their National
airline ads. "

leer have always had a
reputation of being a readily
accessible group, and have
made many friends and a few

"It'll be about six months or

so, I guess,"

on

a while and then do some work
in the new studios Obviously
we've got a few Ideas what we
would like to do, but I'm not

said Graham.

,

i

1

enemies in the various murk
camps.
"We have never really gone
out to gel any particular
following," Said Graham.
"We're not going to allenaY
anyone. It's better to have a
wide audience, You can't
puck success, though critics
taut to knock you U you get
popular in the charts."
"They change IoyalUes like
underwear," adds Kevin
"They build you up arid that
take you down. "

Pressures
"Yeah, but the more

have

a

they

go at you the more

people seem to buy the
records," laughed Graham
"There are terrific presume.
ex on musidana to produce

albums, and then the
knocker, come along and Se
like a school report: 'COuid de
better next year' sort of
thing
They have been crltdeed

good

for being "too

perfect'

"We try our best" replied
Graham. "Sometimes we look
hack on bad reviews and la
retrospect we often agree that
things could have been better
but instan Uy you tend to over

react."

"When you've been hI the
studios for a Tong time working
on an album and you came out
with as good a product as
possible at the time. then the
sheer negative crtticlawn le a
bit of a path," said Kevin
"It Is nice to have a pal
the back occasionally
When a new band cans .IM1/
people attach t erroer
them, but after a while
are not going to door

a

drastically,

he

so peoplo

/f

with them and sarslagging them off.
"The business move
fast. they've got to do waif fA
keep up. It U really d an
bored

the people who haters.

Graham adds:

KII
11101* s
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which had
milled suicide
nothing to do with me
1

-

think!"

was intertotted at this point as Paul was
commandeered to play drums
with 10cc's support band,
whose percussionist was Ill
Meanwhile, 10cc were
tuning up and before their set
relaxed Judging the merits or
lack of them, in an Alan Ladd
western film on the TV,
"Five minutes", yelled a
voice
s time to turn into super
Mara," said Kevin, tugging at
his shirt.

Conversation

\r

Out front the

4._

Apollo'

audience eagerly anticipated
their arrival on stage. The
lights dimmed to thunderous

applause. Spotlights appeared, illuminating two of the

s
We.

stage crew doing an awful
rendition of 'Art For Art's
Sake', and then "ladies] and
Gentleman, the best band to
the wood .. "
From that moment on the
at least
bend did no wrong
in the audience's opinion
and they indulged not only
every number. but every aside
and Joke front the band -

-

-

Flop
"Every band has to have

a

record that doesn't make It,"
says Lol. "This Is ours.
Thanks for making it a flop."

Roarsof laughter.
"Ire called 'The Wont Band

In The

World!..."

Roars of applause, and so

un.

forgiven
readily
are
land

Strawberry studios, where
of the trouble today Is that
everything has got to be
'super'. You know like you get
in the papers, the prefix super
Is always there, super group,superman super everything.

"Can you imagine that,
some poor mum getting
worried that she's not a
supermum 'cos she doesn't use
the right margarine? People

tend lo get too involved in this
unnecessary kind of trivia that
they make seem so important
today.
"I hope we never get to the
stage where we Ignore the
fans. R is important to be very
accessible. Sometimes you
have got to be somewhere and
you can't see all the fans, but
we

usually try and sign

autographs Of course you
occasionally disappoint someone, and they are the ones who

complain. "
Al the other end of the scale
there are followers who see the
band as some sort of
intellectual revolution.

'1 have a reasonable
vocabulary," says Graham.
"But

this indepth Using on us, and I
couldn't understand a word of

It

someone did

Honest!"

Augments
Anyone who has seen lose
live will have noticed that in
fact there are five members an
stage, not Just the foursome
who appear on the records,
The ,fifth member is Paul
Burgess, who augments them
on gigs on percussion and
keyboards

"He has been with us on the
road since the beginning of the
band," says Graham, "We
never really think of him as a
*moan Aran. nwre as a mate,
"He as a superbly tight
"We
drummer," said Kevin.
get along together well.
out
of
a
conning
was
concert in February '3.9 I think
saw
Eric
and
I
and
it was,
1

can read each others minds,..
well, anticipate each other

anyway

"Kevin is probably a better
timekeeper than I am most of
the time though."

-great working with four
superb writers. I'm not a
writer. Never have been. I'm
quite Content as I am It's a

somewhere.

working in studios for very
long. The most I've done has
been a week at once.

Switching
about a lot on stage, switching
Instruments. There's nothing
worse than sitting on a drum
stool for two hours at a time "
He Illustrated the fact later
that evening during the set as
he moved from me set of
drums to kettle drums. to
keyboards and back again,
often playing tambourine as
he went!
"On stage we have to
compromise," he said. "Ob-

do
everything like the records.
But that Is where I cone in to
help them give as full a sound

has a good attitude to work,

live what they do

meet a different sort Of person,
but very friendly to you, 'You

lye

which might sound rather
removed from this lot, but he

saying they're only

a

very professional.
"On the cabaret circuit you

recording band and can't do
on record,
but they can't have been
looking or listening proper.

alright lad? Dyer want

Paul's move to keyboards is
a recent development.

drink?" and so at. "

a

Paul comes from Stockport,

teen

to

Manchester*
first became

fOee's

roots, and
interested 'In music around

Clinical
"We've dune better. we've
dune wane." was the attitude
"I felt at lames Il was a bit
cold and clinical," said
Graham. "You know some.
times you get It dead right,
every note perfect, but the feel
is not there. It sounds stupid
but someone singing a Mile

viously you can't

have

done clubs with people

usual autopsy.
They didn't seem over
confident with therraaelves,

"Working live with this
band you certainly move

a listen and work out
what part I can play towards
the live show
"People criticise them

the

by I)avid Brown

to

like Freddie Garrety (of
Freddie and the Dreamers).

"I've

and most of 'How Dare Youtl
Everything met with imme
diste recognition and minim,
al front the audience.
As they left the stage the
audience called for the one
they loved so much and
wanted to hear 'I'm NO 'in
,Lave.' which they got, and
more besides.
Backstage there was We

recording work," he said. "It
would get claustrophobic

as possible an stage.
"When 10cc do an album I

Removed

close

had

well looked

When the band go into the
studios Paul usually tours
with other groups In need of
his services.
"It Is good to have variety,"
he says. "One night you can
be playing to u 3,000 audience
with this band, and the next at
some working mans' club

"I started piano lessons
while I was at primary school,
and while I only got to grade
three, I have remembered the
basics
"My piano teacher coru-

't

Their lively humour came
over well, but they can be
equally poignant, as In 'Old
Wild Men', from the 'Sheet
Music' album The material
covered their whale history
from the find album. 'toes'
through 'Sheet Music' and

'The Original Soundtrack'

Brox, former keyboards
player and vocalist with

"I prefer working live

more and more each tour, and
this time round had a few solos
which compensated a bit.
"Basically I'm a freelance,
but 10cc have first option, It Is

Kim

I

on to session work.

Did he not get frustrated lust
being in the background with
the band?
"Hmmm. not really," he
replied. "I've been doing

after."

close.

\ynsley Dunbar, beforq.going

Frustrated

great life.

:a

"'That's when I got my not
Quality Street tine for a
drurnkit." he says I played
with some school friends In a
local band playing Shadows
tunes and stuff Ilk.. that, even
th-ough The Cream were
becoming the thing of the
period "
Later he played w Ith several
bands, including that of Victor
set of

their music.
"My playing Is compatible
with Kevin's. almost as U we

said I vas
Graham and they they
were
person
y,u al the

ring
for," said Paul.
we
first met at

I

had been doing some session
Work there with a band. Eric
had heard the sessions had
they thought I had the style
they required to fit in with

You could hear and
understand every worn that
was sung, which Is still
remarkably rare these days
The interplay between Kevin
and Paul was in evidence with'
some driving drums in
'Second Sitting For The laid
Supper', and In the gutsy
rendition of 'Rubber Bullets'
which brought the show to a

i

out of tune can sound better!"
Meanwhile, Kevin was
discussing the possibilities of a
horse carrying the kettle
drums on stage for extra
effect Others talked about the
sound system in a more
serious vein, and It showed
that while sane people are
ready to d iron tae ~Matt being
too perfect, they are eager to
do their best to improve their
work "If be better tomorrow
night, and the next," they
suggested, as they returned to
the hotel far a welcome drink
The Glasgow *attic flight
WO: not exactly be as exotic
as M andy's airlines, but as the
familiar 'bung' heralded the
"No smoking" sign lighting
up, it all seemed rather

ll

familiar- I wonder what that
air hostess aim called*

gi
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WAS A good year for Mud, with no less than six singles in just
12 months.

by
at number one with 'Lonely This
Christmas', back at number three as soon as March with 'TLC
Secrets That You Keep', and returning to the top in May with ;Oh
Roy'.
And then there was 'Moonshine Sally' 'Show Me You're A
Brown
Woman' and 'L -L - forget them, and v.1th a
the like. This Is about
scheduhed
for rele.se en
new, "fun" single out
the best disco track
Lucy'.
September.
likely they'll soon
since 'Tiger Feet', you
So where have it's
-So
tar
thew
are fee
eme'ge
their brief
can have a shoutalong to
completely dlfterent
they been since the sojourn. from
,
it
It's even complete
tracks."
Dave
exNew Year
"Yeah", says Dave,
with rardiei chorus."
plabed -There's roost
"But

a

.

ono

'

i`

a.

I

In January they were

David

resting

-

their

don't expect a big
promotion thing. That's
not us
"People are fed up
danger of us becoming with all the hype of the
over exposed," ex- music business by now.
plained Dave Mount. People don't w ant to see
"With all those singles us jumping about In
so close together like gorilla stilts
we ,ant
that. You can have tin people to accept us as
much of a good thing we are "

on

laurels? Not likely!
"I think there was a

-

you know. People

don't want Mud shoved
down their throats. I l ls,
of course, very difficult
to get the balance right
between over and under
exposure, people can
soon forget you U you
are not careful about
what you do and when
you

dolt"

Different
The new Mud single,
'Shake II Down', released this week is
another different sound.
"Wes anted to make

disco record," said

Dave. "It's n piece of
fun, that's all. Obvioushope it will gel a
lot of play at parses and

There's not much ly we

chance of Mud letting us

"It'll be a mousier",
interjects Les Grey.
"II would be nice to
get another mother roe,

ter us

don't .go for a distinct
sauM- :rime an atom.
plate o1 our oaf
Their new recordings
feature a new praduter.
Pip It ~eon "P4 to

"We don't go Into the
studio with the lntentlor
of cutting singles. When
we record a few songs.

will alerts)

itself and we think
'That's the one'. Evefything is a bit self
indulgent I suppose, but
we like to
Changes,

1

that There

will probably be a W
píete orchestra on one
track. I don't know
chat fames newt ae

but that isn't that
Important," adds Dave.

often one

In do

er

more like

another

member of the band
than a prerkarer,- said
Dave -Fie
us

ring the

ears

eke

an

maw.

the *tudwo at

anti .e respect
that, but othseeave
put one of the boys and
hen a great oaoiessta."
The next h.e appearances in MO country
wW probably be in the
Surn.er, and Diane to.

-

"We don't aim to be

trendsetters. Mud

aren't exactly the ben
looking band In the
s oriel are they?"

They a re a lso working
on a new album

Vs

NUO: no t week the beef bolting band in the world
has heart set on eourese
ha ram rMara
"I'd love to de
harm - M said -..ad

'People don't wont

go barn to Poland -S
tot st bands
t.efars
no money :n corking

ol Ire rewardl.g

SOUTHEND CHARITY FESTIVAL COMMITTEE
presents
BANK HOLIDAY
ROOTS HALL
MONDAY
STADIUM
MAY 31st
SOUTHEND
11

am-9pm

ESSEX

with

-

-

DAVID BROMBERGBAND
MAGNA CARTA
CROSSBREED

because people ase

pleased you mob the
cadet to play to tone:
'They're not as base
as un :tras country TO
English kris fast da'l
know ares body they
are. Ofe,s they tose ro
alternates they
end rep doarg ootlt i It
I 'war aso May airy "iir
moO[mg to do I bet like

their throats'

peone
Dave fasuts teal
neater wºk Yet do
Oe year it tul bane to
h[ lo with Ito. Oh eve

MICKEY JUPP BAND (FhItt )

HIGHLY STRUNG VEST Et FRIENDS

DJ: JOHN ALLAN

COMPERE: JOHN PEEL
TICKETS IN ADVANCE £2.00 - ON THE DAY £2,50
(SAE PLEASE) CHEQUES OR PO TO: SOUTHEND SOUNDS '76
c/o ROOTS HALL STADIUM, VICTORIA AVENUE,
SOUTHEND-ONSEA, ESSEX
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FAIRPORT CONVENTION
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Nazareth:

elle

Jayne

Stand and'

6
1

`S1

,

1

-

Mg through the theatre.

Very untypical Nazareth
but,very tasty.

'Whisky Drinking

-

Woman' (they never call
It Scotch up here!) and
the equally boozy 'HairOf
The Dog' followed: the

'latter sounding really

singer Kevin
Harris invited just that
with the first number,
soon

as

'Reach Out. I'll Be
There', the Four Tops'
Oldie.

From that

moment on

the screamers. fainters
and fakers didn't know
what had hit them as they

tried everything to get
past the front of stage
security staff and to the
group, which was not
helped by constant
teasing by certain band
members.
The front line attack
made it difficult for the
others to see, let alone
hear, what was going on,
they scrambled for the
best places in the gallery,
"leave waved at me",
warbled one fan,
Ije was waving at

the occasional glimpse of
the group, while others

consoled themselves
dancing.

by David
Brown

The majority of the
numbers were golden
oldies, including Beatles,

throwing themselves
about like they
some Kamikaze
Nazareth did not
Theessence of

were an
Mission,
return_

their set
isn't bewildering guitar
solos (although there are
plenty) That only the

group themselves could
get off on anyway. No sir
it ain't any of that, the
essence of Nazareth is
to

entertain the troops out
front. It you really wanna

get

yer rock's oft,

inhibition, In
two easy stages, then Nan
are the band to go see.
After the show I met a
fresh faced young lassie,
who had lost her mate in
the loo. She was very
impressed by Nazareth
and told me that it was
lose your

her very first concert
"Me very first time", she
called It, as though she
was talking about her
very first sexual experience.
"I'm glad t chose
Nazareth", she chuckled.
Meanwhile, back In the
hall there are a gang of
young
cocksure, lippy
lads not inhibited abort,
mouthing their apprecla
"F
Urn of Naz.
great", one of 'em shouts.
Everyone nods In agree.
ment.
Yeah. Entertainment Is

sleexy and us raw as 100
per cent proof liquor. Dan
used a voice box and

V..
t`S

e

0

i

tUS1

n

R

Stewart, and In one or two
numbers his vocal per-

formance was

very

Americanized / stylized.
However, the bonnie lad

was particularly potent
on the beleher ballad,
'Love Hurts', which Naz
present in a style all their
own.
The one astounding
thing about the band Is

THERE SEEMS little doubt that the latest young phenomenon to h11 the Midlands
and the North East is Stevenson's Roc ket.
More than 2,600 screaming, weeping, fainting, banner waving youngsters turned
up at Sheffield last week to break the house record (and a few chairs), and to catch
their young idols on their current tour.
The build up to their arrival on stage was masterly engineered by the DJs; the
mere hint of their arrival or the mention of a member's name was met with Instant
frenzy. And by the time they actually appeared, the excitement had already proved
to be just too much for several young ladies.
rock and soul classics,.
me!" insisted her frlend,
About a quarter of the
many of which were
Some were content to
audience surged forward
probably new to the latest
of
the
back
around
mill
to
their
to get Closer
favourite boys, and hands the crowd trying to catch generation of pop concert
and arms stretched out as

that they're la

musical backing, just
four crisp vocal harmo
,lee -weaving and whirl-

Dan, Pete, Manny or Darrell triggers off a
mechanism in the back -passage
almost
like a Jack In The Box whose lid's been
taken off.

1

band continued the set,
although on a very
different note.
They did a rendition of
a traditional Scots Icon

called 'The long Black
Veil', a stark song with no

one sits down when Naz creep out of the
shadows.
It's purely instinctive: One glimpse of

Before the stand - up - and - groove took place, we
were macho entertained
by Widow Maker, who
a
played a Competent set
and whose lead singer
(one ex -Love Affair
vocalist) Steve Ellis did
some wonderful things
with his larynx. I've got
the feeling that this nifty
combo might -not be
playing support much
longer.
At around 9 o'clock the
notes of Macca's 'Someone's Knocking Al The
Door' faded away, and
Naz took the stage.
performed It exEveryone sprung to their ceptionally well, especfeet. clearly delighted ially Manny Charlton,
that the prodigal sons had who cruised through some
returned,
pretty hot guitar licks.
The opening number
The composition basiwas 'Telegram' from cally deals with the
their new album, a song apathy and distaste for
w hich Is a departure from
life on the road But to see
the usual Naz straight- Naz up there going
forward pop / rock I through the motions of
glamour puss Rock 'N'
assumed they would have
Roll stars, you wouldn't
saved their trump card
'ill the end as highlights think the lyric particular
usually come after lesser ly applied to them.
lights. But, here we are.
Dan McCafferty cuts a
first number, best song, fine sex symbol figure up
and the band peaking in front- He camps it up a
the first five minutes.
bit, but isn't namby
'Telegram' came in pamby or, (thankfully)
four parts Part One, 'On too wtmpish. Sometimes
Your Wav'; Part Two, 'So his voice is a bit suspect.
mean he
You Wanna Be A Rock 'N' By that
Roil Star (courtesy Roger sometimes emulates (in
McOulnn); Part Three, advertently or otherwise.
'Sound Check' and Part I do not know) other BIG
Four, 'Here We Are singers.
On one occasion he
Again'. It's a fairly
xperimental musical sounded not unlike Robert
outing for Naz, and they Plant, on another, Rod

the audience kicked the
floor / stalls / eaeit other
and young persons were

'yours truly' appeared
perturbed by the announcement. and the

groove

FRIENDLY TIP: When seeing Naz live(especially at the Apollo) it is wise to wear
10 -inch platform shoes or to hire a pair
of
shoulders for the evening; for no one but no

along in misty, murky
magnincence, when suddenly the band upped and
lett having been on stage
only about 45 minute,
Dan came back and
announced there'd been a
bomb scare, and would
everybody please look
under their seats for any
suspicious looking pareels. etc. Nobody, except

-goers.
Naturally enough they
also featured their new

I'

the energy they feed to the

crowd. Two Yank guys
near me were moving
about like Rubber Men to
the dazzling guitar solo in
'Rozamanaz , while futher along a phalanx of
teenage rockers played
pretend guitar
The following number
had a distinctive 'Amazon
Rock' flavour, and rolled

everybody rocked.
'Woke Up This Morning' was ultra loose and
fairly sloppy but was
saved from falling flat on
Its Jackass by Manny's
dashing solo, and some
Comic Interplay between
said guitarist and Pete
Agnew. who la the funny
man of the combo.
For the encore came
another track from the

Itazam-mar album, 'Broken Down Angel', which
the band hadn't per.
formed on surge for a cool
three years It exuded a
touch of nostalgia, and

one of the Yank boys was

definitely the name of
Nazareth's game.
After the show Nazareth invited the press to
join them for a_ typical
Scottish dinner.
The menu Included
Cock-A-Leekle Soup and
H aggis WI 'A Honours.
H aggis WI' A whalsname
entails bona fide Scots
pipers piping In the
Haggis
'twos e'er so
bonnie,

-

Tradition, It seems 1s
very much part and
parcel of the Scottish
lifestyle, and before we
finished the meal Manny
Informed us that Naza
nth'', next single might

be the

traditional 'long

Black Veil' which they'd
performed at the gig
Ah, Rock 'o' Roll WI' A
Difference. you might
say.

near totem'''.
I
thought it Could've
been more poleaxing
Instead of just another
mediocre interpretation.
Sadly though, Naz looked
sleepy and even though

by

Jan Iles

Stevenson's Rocket: all steamed up

I

single 'Here,) Am', once

in the midst of the set. and
again as an encore.
Their delivery left more
than a little to be desired,
with announcements between songs being unintelligible, and problems

with their equipment

T

ME-

o

Li

STES7N SON'S ROCKET / Top Rank ,Sheffield
excitement they create
further hampering them,
Obviously it's still early makes up for some of the
days for a band of this shortcomings for the
nature, and their max. moment at least.
As the final sc ream died
Imum appeal relies
mostly on their youthful Out, and the tears were
wiped away, the tans filed
zeal and looks, and the

out compering notes One
16 - year - old had made
the journey from London
specially for the concert
'It was worth it", she
said. "I shall go back
tonight on the train and

a cab home from the
station. I've saved up br
it, I'm rich."
What was the big
attraction for her?
"Oh, Steve. I think he's

get

great."
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TAKE THAT guy Biddu for Instance, He's a regular sort of fella; has a lot
of hit records; eats In Italian restaurants.
He looks a bit weird, of course, but then stars
expected to be a little
outlandish, and make no mistake about it, if it's are
down to record sales then
Biddu is one of the biggest stars we 've got.

-

-

by David Hancock

7

1

1

Defined
The paradox between what
appears lobe and what he
Is gets more defined when
you nonce the huge Christie
cross round his neck
and
then he confesses to being a

I

i

He produced 'Kung Fu Fighting'
a mere 11.000,000 seller; he
the main farce behind
Tina Charles"! Love To Love': there's tits own discs like 'Summer was
Of '12' and the cuneht one
'Rain Forest': and don't
forget the new Jimmy James
& The Vagabonds outing 'I'll
Co Where Your Music Takes
Me'
another thing Biddu
wrote and produced.
He's a star all right. We're
In his favourite Italian
restaurant and he orders
orange Juice with 'only a
Utie Ice'. He gels through a
quart a day and at that rate
admits It's pretty bad for
you.
All that said, this son of a
South Indian doctor doesn't
come on like a star at all. He
knocks the whole thing bit
balance by being charming,
polite and completely down.
tnea rth.

he

audiences of 20,000 plus when
the pop festival In Britain
was ail a hippy dream

-

"Actually that's an aver
If you hold

Hindu.
But this isn't Rock 'n' Roll
and neither is Biddu
Brought up on a diet of Pepe
Jaramillo and Frank Sinatra
he was already playing to

age gig in India

-

cricket match at least
turn up," he smiles:
But I''s been disco music
that's made his name
controversial in sahlb-land.
To dancers up and down the
country he's the British Van
a wire rd at getting
McCoy
people to shake those tall
100,000

-

with fllUe known acts and

feathers. On the other side of
the coin he's been accused of

chart

Rollers have probably never
heard of him
He eventually admits that
disco music le the nos'
instantly dlemiseable pop
around and then defends
with: "What about the rock
scene? To me, I don't know
much about rock and they all
sound the same. but I
wouldn't put it down because
that's another type of mimic"! would never venture
into rock because if the Ore's
too hot It's best to stay out of
the kitchen," he adds In true
Hindu fashion.
"My whole thing Is melody
and I love the Eagles and
even Status Quo but I can't
get into l.ed 7,ep

Boggle
d

Biddu quit India In

1969

though he says India
had it's own 'Swinging
Sixties' (which makes the
mind boggle) he was never
and

touched by the rock boom
and so stayed out of It.
"You know my Idol used to
be Trent Lopez and I used to
copy his act down to n tee,
getting 15,000 people clapp.

BIDDU: e singles
artist first.

i

.4

TAURUS
(April 22 to May 21)

Don I be looked by holly
whire clouds and blue skies.
Your week re pesrhvely grey
We
don't wanna be
wretched, but 't looks as
though the vitae has come to
pay your clues Hold up the
local bank and give everyone
their long awaited cash Or
Mae be prepared for socks in
are net ht

GEMINI
(May

22

to June 211

You may be Irifetua tad with
4ernwftre- bur
they seem
of aloof end

~one

ad

artiste has
"I'm a single's artist first
because you have to have hull
singles before you can sell an
album. U not the whole thing
runs at a Ines.

"Look at Abbe, whom I
admire very much, they've
taken three singles from an
album and both the album
and the singles are selling

very well "
Abbe are a good example
of a group who a re confident
In themselves and Biddu Is
very similar,
"Confidence conies when
you feel you're good without
kidding yourself," he says
Ilke some wise Baba
"That's why I only stick to
the kind of music t think I'm
good at

"I don't care U It gets
panned by some critics
because I know It's good and
l like It I've had fun making
it and U it's not a hit, too
bud."

Evolving

theta seem to be
almost as many people
clammering for Blddu to
write and produce for them.
After Tina Charles hit the
number one spot every
manager with a solo girl
singer was on the phone to
our congenial Indian.
Biddu admits he has a
certain type of sound that's
becoming more noticeable,'
"Thais because the only
thing I do is dance musk and
the drum sound has to be
fairly crisp. There aren t
that many people over here
making that sound so It's
easy lo Identify me hut U I
was In America Pm sure I'd
be lost with all U'une guys
over them."
He prefers to make records

But don't get the Idea that
B1ddu la going to stay the
same. Even within the limits
of disco music his Ideas are
conatanUy evolving and he
prombtes the Tina Charles
single due in August will be

Now

A

no thrill or
adventure when you have a
really big act because they
already have a name, but ors
so satisfying to bring out the
potential that a lesser known

"There's

lily in time with 'La

Samba',"

a

race up the

them

watch

devaluing black rhythms
into disco fodder, Rock 'n'

#1

OS

1976

different
In America he's fast
becoming a 'cult figure' with

records being sold botUeg
and on Import, but he's gut
no plans to move out there
although he's visited Ins

Angeles twice

-on holiday/

"I had eight hit-records In
America last year," he
confesses quite blandly, "but
that's no reason to move out
there. People mainly go out
there for tax reasons, but
I've got a good accountant"
he smiles.

MAIM
quite

frankly,

frumpish

toward you What to do, you
cry? We know, we know it's
not a nice stare m which to
be. The best thug to do ra
throw a dice tend go on to the
neat 'square'

(July

24

to August 231

Everything n getun' up your
nose. Don't let It Wear a
nosebag- of yam must But
slap stuffing Good News:
You're headin' for a little
bonus.

CANCER
'(June 22 to July 221
What's all this

LEO -

about

employing lackeys' to do
your cleaning and cooks,'?
We all need servants but not
slaves, dear. What, you spit
back in our Ikrsherl cheeks>
Jealous you sayl Ha, as if you
lot don't turn green Watch
it, tars ail we're saying. Our,
and in case we 'meet don't
leave yet washing on the tine.

VIRGO
(August

24

to

September 231
it rs gang to be

a bit of a
rrothrng week. but at least
you'll have tome to sot oil
unedy bits 'n' bobs Mai.
week is a good time to pluck
out the weeds and plant 'In;

fresh roots, New tnends war
be worth the., weight in
manure.

LIBRA

SAGITTARIUS

ISeptember24 to
October 231

(November 23 to
December 21)

Romance rears it's sexy head
and you'll be thrown off
those feet with one sloppy
kiss Love is sweet. But make
sure you are loo

it isn't what you say ifs how
you say it that makes you so
mmmm bowl shall we say,
refreshing Thai' lace turns
patnobc red and that Armply

laugh

SCORPIO
'October

24 to
221

brightens
up
everyone's day Onob you are
naughty But *elite ya And
because we Me ya, d's gonna
be a hellava week.

going to boa meaty week
honest You'll find that
worderperson of your dirty
thoughts and chars more
you and !where will make
more o' that sweet, sweet

-

musa:-

AQUARIUS
Now

you've

earned

serene,

that's your scene Might not

takes, put dues Big Brother?
Beware of gems' too cocksure on Friday People wdl
Irise a

No cheater', lying WY
J
back Sera tchaig
what comes nor'.
Unlucky Iracnon

that

howsabout

knock you down
eased fly

PISCES
(February 18 to March 101
Your train/ ways sad art
week, but the week yam'
settle down and be you r-

t

(January 22 to
February fl) a
showing that you are the
right buff fa the role? We
know you've got what n

CAPRICORN
(December 22 to
January 21)
Peacetul, uarqud,

it could get boring,
Maybe year ought to have an
action-zoonry.packed weekend. However mod week re
the best for you, till be mildly
surprising
'Cos

promotion

November

Wes

last forever wnrch is fortunate

blue

ARIES
(March
Not

a

21

to April

very good

lidos. but you

You've nesn to
Dressed it

worrying

Tart

as

ate',
over

201

yr'

d:.

be toe'..'

n

I1
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Available now from your
local
14$C
the new single from

*.N

AM
éé

IME

ITAKE
TE- '9

WHEN THE RIVER STOPS FLOWING

l

On DiM

Records
PJS 659

HERE'S WHAT THE STARS SA\ ABOUT MOON'
'`He's a great artiste" XNG I E BOWIE.
"loon Williams is the most underrated artiste of today"R & J STONE.
"We,The RUBETTES hereby boldly state that we think
Moon Williams is a great singer:'
"He sounds great to me'=GREG RIDLEY (Humble Pie)
"Moon Williams-a very underrated singer, great potential, watch out''=BIDDE
"I think he's great' No ifs, ands, or buts:-GENO WASHINGTON
OM (Distributors) Ltd.

James Mouse, 71-75 New Oxford Street.

London WCIA 1DP

Telephone 01-836 4864
Telex 27135 (Delamus. London)
Distributed by DYE Records (Sales) Ltd.

Joint Management
The Dick James Organisation
& The Thompson Bethell Organisation

RECORD MIRROR .9 DISC, MAY

IT DOESN'" take a fortune teller to

tell you how tomorrow's pound is
worth a lot less than yesterday's.
Every time you go to buy a ticket
for a concert you probably notice how the
prices have been creeping up and up. .And
as for records . . . But this has hidden
danger too. As the pound drops against
the value of the dollar or the
Deutschmark, foreign groups become
more reluctant to come to the UK
because they end up playing a whole tour
at a loss, instead of a profit.
And the prestige of playing the British
circuit just ain't what it used to he.
Whether your inter
against other
eat lie with Alibi or value
world curremdesa.
Zeppelin, the Rollers or
This
maians that
the Rolling Stones,
inflation has affected
POI(.

getting value for money.
Our Investigation Is
roes fan's oily emeern.
Within the pant year the divided into two caterecords and
gories:
slumped
a
pound has
staggering la per rent in tickets.
Rut

Infattn Iet't

-

rt

.

the

1

V.

BOWIE

ROLL/NO STONES

®
_

,

._

.

cle

'

'

.

S_-

i`

D/ANA ROSS

i

-I:i.i.RAV.'1006.

II

f

i

iI

R/CK WAKEMAN

1

I

Is Rock il' Roll pricing itself out
at ISe time?

of

the market

signs are that the

Phonogra,u (Roy
Commercial
Administrator): "The
-

LP costs 15.nnd roughly
the care In Holland

economy la improving,
but we've got a long way
to go before there's a full
recovery. In the meantime there will definitely
be more price increases.
particularly from companfs whose top LP to
only (3, Increases could

YES

a

- or will these fans still be queuing for tickets
Increases this year, but
you can never be sure.
We keep a close tab on
what other companies
are doing "
CBS: "In our opinion
It lost Inevitable but on
the other hand It's no

URIAH HEEP
mar

evidence to show. that

are lower. Thla
hasn't happened for
salami

'

NAZA RETH

LP's though.
EMI: "In the long
term I don't Dunk there

Impassible. Record

companies have to be

.'

1'

wages

In

Britain rose by

per cent. Petrol
prices also rocketed.
Every record company
27

32

goods, records are
good,value. If you
think they're overpriced you won't
buy -them,

anything, an album Is
cheaper today than ever
before "

(Ian McNay
Financial Controller):
"'!Tree pounds isn't that
Bell

-

much to pay for an
album, which after all Le

spoke to was quick to
blame these factors for
the sharp price rtes
we

something et lasting

value. Nowadays you
can , pay more for a
couple of dnema tickets
and you'd only get one
night's entertainment."

Jack Florey, com-

of CBS

mercial director
explained: "U you take
a
large company like
MRS there are enormous
overheads. You also
have to remember that
the vinyl used for
records Is a byproduct
oI oU, and everyone
knows how oil prices
up
haveshot
"We try to absorb as
many of the extra costs

'In relation to other

shillings
((1.001 for an album
That's only half today's
price, yet the coal of
living has more than
doubled since then If

ago paying

ages): "Ia relation to

other goods, records are
certainly good value. 71
you think they're overpriced you won't buy
them. It's as simple as
that.

'Berea: (Peter

as possible, but modis- Goodchlld - Director of
hly emir have to be Marketing): ''There's
doubt that record.
passed on to the no
have gone up less
cuetumer '
Put like that, it all quickly than other
five
sounds quite logical. Items Four orbudget
But tail atop for a single years ago a
cost
have
would
album
a
deluxe
for
C3.25
end
album asking just a bit º9p- Now it's only (1.50.
Compared to everything
too much nl the berg
suffering record buyer? else that's a very
reasonable Increase
N e put this point In turn
"There's no question
to live record comof record companies
panies
their grads.
overpricing
they
had
Here's what
Every rise we Introduce
to say
Mil (Roger Stubbs has to he justified to the
Prices Commission
(tea ones Planning Mani

That last questien
produced fairly uniform

replies, with each

company fiercely claiming the record buyer
Was getting value for
money.
Opinions differed con-

ROGER STUBBS, Business Planning Manager, EMI

'as high as
cent."

be

l0

per

EMI: "The situation
Is under review all the
time. We're trying' to

Phonogram: "All the

n- price

harrier above

which the public will not

' buy."

From these cmlments
that a price rise

of some sort is on the

cards for later this

when we came to the
question of future rises.
We asked the companies
whether they expected
mote rises this year.
Decca: "We've always tried to postpone
increases for as long as
possible At the moment
there are no plans far

any.
"If we did change our
minds it would take
three months before
they could be Introduced For the
moment there will be no

careful about price
rises It could be there's

It seeress

siderably, however,

Increaser."

1`_

R

s

Darling

I

'-

in France the
WHEN YOU buy a record you are Even
Is about C4.50 "
paying for more than just a price
IOreyCites (Jack
circular chunk of vinyl. Your Commercial Director)'
years
15
towards
recall
"I
can
money also goes

as
advertising :and transportation as well
covering the cost of artist, session
musicians, composer, arranger, studio
technician. producer :tnd manager, not to
mention spiritual adviser and manicurist!
Last year average

1-

r

Qae

;

.

British gel a very fair
deal compared to other
common market countries. In Germany an

RECORDS

-Ut

1976

ARTIST

A

Itrltaln Is now financial.
ly far lens attractive to
foreign touring bands,

Early last year a top and that Includes. of
prier album would have course, American ones.
emit around (2 75. Now,
This week in Record
you'd have to fork out a Mirror
we take a dose
hefty 13.21. that's an look al the whole
inereiase of la per rent. problem of rock inwhich many feel in the flation tied devaluation,
current economic crisis from the point of view of
in simply ton much.
you, the fan in the
Already there's clear street
evidence that record
We speak to leading
and ticket ealc have reoonl companies and
fallen considerably as a tour promoters and ask
result of these memos. 'them point blank to
te. Fleuree just pub. justify the high prime.
We question them
lishtd shots that in 1915
sales of singles slumped about future increases
by more than five and suggest that today.
mi II kn (see table for full mode tan is no longer
detailed.

special investigation into the rising
cost of records rand concert tickets
by Beverley Legge

1,

year. We put it to the

companies that by
raising' charges so
frequently they were
pricing themselves tut
of the

y

as
hold prices de
long as we can, ,dt I'm
afraid some increases

later this year are

inevitable
Bell: "I don't think
there will be any more

market. Certainly

the fall In singles' sales.
would seem to Indicate
this
Deceit: "After the
termite expansion of '73

-Ir

IRBATH

s

'
6

opinlo
of the people
who ~allot sales and
set the prices that you
pay. To sum up their

remarks ti seems that
sales (with the ex-

vat be any

lose of sales,
However in the short
term in certain areas of
the motile scene, particularly 'middle of the
road' there has been
slight fall."
Rea: "From our point
of view there has been
no drop in sales. In fact
quite the reverse. Single
sales have increased
slightly while LP cales
have actually trebled In
the past three years.
"('his has come about
because we've acquired
artists like Showaddywaddy. Silk and the
Rollers. "

CBS:

'It's lard

ception cf Dell) are not
booming More price
uses ere on the way
But despite lid income
es of racsnt, months

to

measure exactly hook
badly sales have been
hit. Overall, I think titº
tales are holding their
own. We're still getting
big sellers like Tina

Charles."

There you have the

record companies still

believe they're Oval
value for money.
Finally, In case you
are worried about their
financial portion, w
should point out trialli
the. companies we SOW
fa admitted they are
sÚ11 making protest
None ci them. thuugt
were too keen to ,111~^
exact figures

,'SINGLES1

11111

and '74 sales have

definitely slow eel :town
It could be that fewer
new people are now
collecting records "

Phonogram; "In atb-

gtes there is definite

PRICE-

55p

65P

SALES

62.7

56.9

i9
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1
PRICE

TOP TICKET

£2.00

INCREASE

£3.75
(1975).

(1973)

(1973)

(1976)

£2.20

£2.50

(1975)

(1976)

(1973)

£1.65
(1974)

£1.50
(1975)

£1.75
(1974)

£2.20
(1975)

'£1.75
(1975)

£1.75
(1976)
£1.75
(19753

66%

13%
IN 1

6%
1

YEAR
16%

have rising

ticket

prices. "
Derek Block: "We're
going to see more
Increases. We can't be
far away from the LL

rock

a

concert. Someone's go.
Ing to do It "
Norman I'erry for
n ey Goldsmith: "We
desperately hope to hold
prices down ate still
have El tickets for
ordinary rock bands
and we'd like to keep
that till the end of the
year. But in the end It
looks as though prices
will be forced up."
As we've already
suggested, It's the fans
of American bands who
are hardest hit by the
devaluation of the
pound. Today, many US

II

artists are having

1

YEAR
NO

INCREASE
(1 YEAR)

DEREK

promoter has to charge

promoter.

second thoughts about
crossing the Atlantic.
Once again our tour

promoters have a grim
talo to tell.
Danny O'Donovan:

nowadays Is to promote
their records."
Derek Rlock: "The
dust has not settled
since the pound fell. No
deal has been cdncelled,
but everybody Is cry.
Ing '

Norman I'erry
Barley Goldsmith:

MONDAY

TICKET COSTS can vary considerably from group to group and
venue to venue. It's not always
easy to make direct comparisons.
However one tact remains painfully
clear. In the past few years Inflation has
driven prices steadily upwards.
Today, It's conmionplace to pay two or
three pounds for a good seat. And that, in
the current economic recession, is no
- .
laughing matter.
All the promoters
We asked three

He

spoke

to

claimed that ticket
prices had not
risen as quickly as
general inflation,
because most of
the extra expenses
had been absorbed
by the promoters
themselves. Nev-

ertheless today's
concert enthusiast

is having to pay
some fairly steep

prices.

In 1973 the bet,, seats
the Bow le Earls Court
concert Cost í2.íE. At
the Empire Pool in May,
.at

those same seats will
cost 13, 75,
Three years ago the
top prim at n Stones

,cert was L2 21.1 Later
E4
chic year It will be
,

leading promoters to
say whether they expect
.tickets to continue to
increase at such

a

high

t:5OU
TO

L35

.E .rTahNro

it would have cost you 7/6d
new pence) to see the Beatles, and f0/6d
ISTSbnew pence), to see the Rolling Stones.
í3714

''I'm sure some
promoters have been

forced out of business "
Looking at all these

IN CONCERT

EVENING a 00
THURSDAY

Milk

18

CIRCLE map

031
nh, .,,.. w .,
DIANA ROSS:

economic state

,

w

thinking very carefully

of the

ere down and

whether fewer bands
were now taking to the
road

only

reason for them cominc

'As long -as the
pound continues
to fall against
the dollar you
can expect to
pay more'

advance tickets, preferring to save their

colleges, instead of
having concerts once

a

ti

fortnight. are having

them once every three
eeks

.e

"Right now there are
probably more tours on
the road than there
should be. "
Derek Block: 'Td say
theatre bookings are
down by 211 per cent.
There s no doubt the
slump is forcing some
promoters to go out of
business

while

a

single

would set you hack
just under f4.

d1s-

W
a

money till the day of the
concert. I believe some

about visiting Britain.
They certainly don't
come here for financial

12

illusional reader.
Firstly in comparison

Norman Perry:

point
here US bands are now

The

Comfort the

country we asked the
promoters whether they
thought concert attendance

within

comments It's hard not
to wonder i1 the rock
concert ea we know it Is
a
declining phenome.
non
But perhaps we
shouldn't be On peed.
mletic, In the midst of
all the gloom ~mare a
few points that mleht

"We've reached

reasons.

here,

In the early Sixties

DIANA ROSS

currently
an

months ticket and
album prices would
be close to £20,

Economies will

The.,,.

1s

annual rate of 500
per cent. If that
were to happen

"It

"Ever since the three
day week in 1974 people
have been buying fewer

w

flation

running at

of

JOHN DENVER: his
fans paid 6. 00 to see
him last month.
a

not living in Argentina, where In-

have lobe made."
In view of the poor

New VIo ten.

And lastly, however bad British

prices might seem,
be thankful you're

Gisr

Alma

00).

A9
tom(.
STALLS

end of the dmneL
1

serious situation.
Bands ale still coming,
but they may not he able
to afford their full stage

Ip

TICKETS

Secondly, economists

have recently been
hinting that we've now
seen the worst of
inflation anti there 1.s.
after all, a light at the

BLOCK,

spectacular show for
a spectacular price

LONDON
PALLA
EVENING

prices, Even the Stones
top rate of t.4 seems
trifling when compared
to the t30 charged last
May at the Royal Albert
Hall for Frank Sinatra.

Is a

act.

stars are not

Charging excessive

,can't be far away
from the £5 ticket for
a rock concert,

the public more to

recover the extra
money.
"I'm afraid as long n-,

rock

01111e

bands make deals- in
dollars. Each time the
pound silks the band's
fee automatically rises.

ticket for

YEAR
10%
IN 2
YEARS

IN

to the show -biz names,

ing with American

the economy continues
to slide we're going to

R35

IN

rate. Their replies make
gloomy reading.
Danny O'Donovan:
"Yes. As long as the
po1S'nd continues to fall
in value against the
dollar you can expect to
pay more. The majority
of promoter; negotiat-

Consequently the

YEARS

£5.00

.

IN 3
YEARS
IN 3

£3.00
(1973)

f2.00

99%

80%

£4.00
(1976)

£2.20,

°

_

"This year I'm doing
fewer rock tours and
switching to Middle Of
The Road acts Which are
far more profitable. "
Danny O'Donovan:

"Fewer tickets are

being sold. People are
being more selective,
though there are always
bands that will attract
people no matter what
they charge

The price of
seeing David

Bowie in concert has shot up
by th7pe Cant la
three years.
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Showaddywaddys
great new hit single
out nowon Sell
1,11

411

^\
4

'-

(

_

%

was_-10

Watch for
their new
album
`TROCADERO'

out next week

f

'
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HAVE YOU noticed how black American female singers seem to be
obsessed by just two things these days movies and children.
First we get Diana Ross with
'Mahogany' and a lot to say about latest
by David
addition Chudney; now in steams Gladys
Knight having completed her first film,
yeah, that's right
'Pipe Dream' and
Hanéoek
she's pregnant!

-

-

-

t.

But Gladys beguile sure right at the top. There's
"We need the time
that the pastimes which nowhere else to climb because we plan to really
plague the world's top when you're the top
re - vamp the act and we
singers are not going to record selling act in
need Ume. We call it
Interfere too much with America, orbs there?
's oodshedding and we
her role as Queen Of Soul.
Movies are one of the
want to go Into the
ways out 'Pipe Dream'
woodshed and do It," she
She makes it Clear she
doesn't want to be a has cost 2% million adds.
although .dollars
money raised
But Gladys can also see
'movie star'
a Unte when she might
being regarded as an by husband Barry Han'actress' would please kerson who stars opposite have to abdicate her
throne and spend more
her: and even though the Gladys In the film and
time with the family,
fourth child Isn't too far also works as Executive
though she's quick to
assistant to the Mayor of
away Gladys will still
point out It would not
manage to complete her Chicago ( remember Rich.
mean an end to the record
a rd Daly?)
hectic European toilr.
only the Ilse
It's a story of marital career
The corporation, and
that's what they are (PIP turmoil worked out appearances
will reign
of
the
theQueen
backdrop
But
a
against
In
means 'Perfection
a little longer yet She
Performance Inc') still Alaskan oil Industry.
likes being the Queen of
rolls on, and continues to
Her own preferences
Soul because she says she
expand In lots of different
looks on It as "a run to Arelha Franklin,
areas
Ross, Roberta
the
but
adds.
star
of
Diana
the
But
let
compliment"
But ask Gladys what It
me Flack and even Elton
"If people stop callingJust
feels like to be hailed us show herself comment:
but
I'd
Gladys Knight
I
John,
like
fine.
felt
it's
always
that
"I've
the Queen 01 Soul looking
keep doing the best I she finds difficult: "I
after an ever- expanding could act, and when the
used lobe unable Whalen
Itone day nutybe
presented
and
opportunity
could
she
just
empire and
they'll think I am again. " to myself hut I can stand
self my husband and I
laughs It assay with 'Oh
a (Um company
I'm not realty a star'. For formed
It
did
and
just that split second you
"I wasn'I out looking
But of
believe her
for a script Or material to
course, It'salle.
make a film It just
Gladys Knight is a star,
mostly a
She is one of the few great-, happened. it's
there
black singers who have dramatic role Inbut
the film
spots
two
arc
stuck to a style and
1
feel
I
waited for the rest of the where I singand Conworld to catch up. OK Comfortable singer but
a
fluent as
she's played Vegas but
and It's all yoursi
FEEDBACK Is it new column
there's always room for
she didn't sell out toil
Every week we'll answer some of the many
expansion, and I'm not
Cousin and Pip, Wilha
or a query about
11
you
So
questions you send us.
I can does well in
liam Guest, explains: sayingareas
fan clubs, groups, records, etc, write to:
but I'd like to
"It's Vegas that changed other
PO BOX 184,
Mirror,
Record
FFEIIBACK,
not us. We basically stuck
Spotlight llousr. Bens ell It...J. London NT TAX,
That's fine as far as
to the same thing we
is eon
always do and Vegas Gladys Knightfans
want
Cat
cerned but her
didn't influence us at all
they don't
COULD YOU please tell
"A lot of acts that would music and
I
any
getting
be
to
seem
of
me all the albums Cat
never have dreamed
record
playing Vegas are booked new stuff. Thetaken
Stevens has recorded to
the
have
company
days,
there these
in
date?
Geoffrey Green,
because those are the acts unprecedented step of re B ra tin stone,
that draw the crowds. I releasing an old track
To
Train
'Midnight
Leicester
mean BB King plays in
Georgia' to co - lnctde
all: 'The
In
leas Vegas
Eight
with the Queen Of Soul's
Cat Stevens'
Of
Enough said.
Norld
for
:t
first visit to Britain
BOP!
'Mona
(Dome):
more than two years
'Tea
(Island):
Jakon'
STEVENS
CAT
being
Into
"It all goes a group,"
For The Tillerman' able, and your bookshop
The horizon widens broader as
'Teaser Sod should he able to get
(Island):
"Re
Gladys,
explains
even further when you
The Finical' (Island): them for you. If not
still record. even when we
realise that last year they
'Catch Roll St Foeer' write to Cash Sales
had the Summer TV
had their own tO . seek
(Island): 'Foreigner' Dept. RO Box I1,
those are
television serles -in the series. because
(Island); 'Rudefah And Falmouth,.Cdrnwall, for
but at the same
Sates which had an our roots
The Chocolate Box' the two Stock'Ilef.'.
time we're trying to add
estimated viewing aud(Island) ;and 'Numbers' enelodng 75p for each
ience of to minim. That andexpand. soon
(Island).
we
book, and I0p postage
as
as
"Like,
wasn't enough to get soa finish
the soundtrack
and packing. The other
'fall pick up" and a album for
pipe
Dream'
book is available from
continue the series for
I'VE BEEN trying to yi rs Philips, Queen
going In the
year but it was enough for we'll be
three
books
of
hold
get
to
our
do
regular
studio
Anne Press, ti S andy
and
She
Gladys Knight
on pop: '20 Years Of
so we can stay
Street, London, EC2
Pipe to hit middle album
'RockCharts',
British
"
current.
encle ing ?Sp and lop
between
America right
fl1e' and RockfUe 3' but postage and lacking.
And the birth of the
the eyes
will
been told they 're
mean
I've
baby
new
they've
than
From
from the
r our of print Is it true, if
craned over and instead another break
Page
one' w bleb
not can you tell me how
scene
of being the darlings of
forward
Ican get them?
looking
Is
Gladys
world
YOU pirase tell
the soul music
COULD
Gethin Rhy's.
to
they've found themselves
me where I can get some
Rhwbina.
Information an Jimmy
Cardiff.
Page Does he have a
They're all avail'
fan club at all!

-

-

-

Opportunity

,

.

myself a Attie better now
because there's been a
change In rm voice "
That change seems to
have co - ladded quite

smartly situ the group's
move from Tamla Mo
town tohuddha.

I

1

-

call

L

r

Ansel) Wilcox,
Bootle,
Merseyside.
Jimmy Page doesn't
have an official fan club
but if you write to

Atlantic Records.

54

Greek Street, Landon,
W.I. the) should he
able to give you same

of

style."

That change may well
continue Into the dire

iahrmatlao on him-

feel within themselves
which has never really
been exploited. What we
would like to do la get Into
that and project a little
more that side of Gladys
Knight and the Plps Let
the guys do an album
maybe.'

GLADYS KNIGHT: and
the Pips, pictured In

London on their lest
vlsle to Britain In
October 1973

Atter 24 years in the
business Gladys Is sIl
searching out new things
to do and new directions
to move In. Aougwrlting,
production, in fact the
whole deal U coming
under the auspices of
Perfection In

with 'Operator' and
'Letter Full Of Tears' is
the same person who re

releases 'Midnight Train

ToGeorgla'.

Reigning monarch,

don't sell out- they can't
afford to

.

AM trying to find out
the tan club add re -saes of
Uexna Ross and The
Three Degrees Can you
I

help!

Horizon

David Tumbridge

Lawton E3.The add won of Diana
Koss' fan club le Si

South Lumley Street,

Grangemouth. Stirling's/sire. SK3 SBT. The
Three Degrees official
Fan Club

es

P.O. Box a.

Dagenham Eases,
BNln aDJ.

Johnny Mathis
Please °Rito you give
me the address of the

Johnny Mathis fan
club?

Front

Unda Cottle,

Hornrtairtl
F:s-sex

Write to Johnny
Mathis CIO 3 finite
Marpre. Maple, Stockt, Cheshire. She
.

VA.

Perform-

ance Inc, and while It
nary be easy to crttleise
and say that Gladys has
got away from her roots,
that's not really the truth
The Gladys Knight who
had two hit singles at the
same time with 'Every
Beat Of My Heart' and
who started a following

'Diana Ross

'

Print out.

wasn't a difficult

cotheque scene: "I'm not
really a disco linger,"
continues Gladys. "I lean
more towards the ballads,
but the guys have a disco

,

-

"It

decision to leave Motown
because WI hull It in our
heads and In our minds
anyway that we needed a
fresh outlook and Change

.r

.
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Jan Iles talks to Paul Nicholas
PAUL NICHOLAS 'began his versatile career an a young
punk (Rock 'n' Roll pianist, but by the age of 20, he figured he
was too old and quit. Ile, he should see some of the
key-aboard Wades today
if he thought Yll was antiquated,
then half the aforesaid rockabillies are old enough to be
kicking up daisy roots

aIL

-

t

Paul's stop- star - m- oft affair with pop music began a few years ago.

a

1111111

couple of

unforgettable tunes, one
of which was railed 'DJ

Saturday Night' and

had him -sounding like

He
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rapping to the
disco queens about
'Wain' up and shakln'
their tiling' etc etc.
The other one, 'Shuffling Shoe -s' had Paul
singing In falsetto ('the
sharks the sharks' I but
hick, I'm told, wan
none Inn lualnftal - for
Paul anyway.
Now he's doing all
right with a jerks Jerka
Ronko,

reggae number Reg
gas Like It Used Toile'.

penned
Bugatti

i

by

Messrs

Masker. two

highly esteemed
writers.
The story of

the

story of the
an
complex as Mr Nicholas

success

single Is about
,

himself.
Paul explained: "I'd
been to New York sand
was offered a part in a
Broadway production of
Hamlet a kind of rack

musical Someone had
mein 'Tommy' and
thought I'd be good for
the show. Trouble was
that during nhearsaln
ran into trouble with
American Equity who
would hot allow me to
play the par- They
thought I'd be doing an
American actor out of a
seen

FT

.

r

r

.,,-

s

.

C

1

a

off his on - the boards
career In the highly

you start accusing Paul

of putting out a
tighweight'proteat' type
song, he isn't at all

successful

"I Just liked the
song," he said simply,
'I thought It had a nice
catchy beat There's no
na'ssage in the lyric. "
Paul performed the
song on a recent 'Top Of
The Pops' and you may
have seen him cavorting
about on stage like a

no

work,

1

felt

thoroughly fed - up and
decided Pd like to make
did it his
this - do that spiel from would be musical know - alts
(know - nothings), Paul
picked everything
even the writers He got
together with Bugatti uk
Husker, w'ho came up

This time

war

he

No do

-

I
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Zako In

silo worth

Kevin In

-

a

cousin
'Tommy', one

of the Stray Ca to In
'Stardust' and Wagnar

n,T.

white stripy satin suit
howler hat, and cane.
But quite frankly dear
Mr Nicholas was an
nervous as a cat on hot
bricks
"I may not have

Jo
ie

he

admitted. "but I certainly was. When It
came to singing the song
my mouth was really

dry,"

And yet for one who's
not unfamiliar with
poring In front of a

camera,

FANGS; aren't wof

or Indeed in

front of a live audience, they used to he. That's
I woad have thought the
7m in Lisrtomunlie'add butterflies. in- the slonuach - flutter was all In another of Ken

of those

things.

I

it affects
different people In
suppose

different ways. I always
go very quiet and shaky
and I smoke nonstop'
Paul Is predominantly
an actor, having kicked

Russell' extra.
vangar-as,

'Liarlo

mania' (the latter two
elms he hasn't even
seen!). Oh, and he once
played appeal?"' Mla
Farrow In 'Blind Terror' but all you could see
of Paul's handsome
physique were his feet!
"I enjoyed work Mg on
all those film," he said
was great fun

"It
working

with David

Essex and Keith Moon
In 'Stardust even
though I had only a
You ape 1
small part
got kicked out of the
group In the early

-

single. currently trotting up the British chart
and destined to get In
the top whack bracket
"Hamlet closed down
after the first week", he
continued, nor without a
sigh of relief, "I suppose
tangs have worked out
for the best as /area I'm PAUL: as rotes,' Cousin
Sure have But before

Danny

horrid little

good
Ume vaurlevilllsl
In dazzling black and

with Paul's latest

concerned-"

Bastin

mention, He played the

-

THEIR GREAT NEW SINGLE
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he

are

Fed -up

woo -

which

the Pintas musical
'Ores,',''.
His sliver screen gems

he'd have to cope with?
Paul puts it straight
'I'm always nervous,
,,whether I'm doing 'Top
"So I came back to Of The Pops' musicals
London, but there was or dramas Its just one

11.1111n

End

played the
starring role of Claude
Ile also played Janus
Christ In 'Jesus Christ
Superstar' and then

phooey.

looked scared,"

Went

musical, 'Hair', in

hinting that today's
reggae Is a load of of

j.11+

e, n'

IND

-

.

out

had

Kevin
7/0

trot.

the

stages, and 'Liaste-

mania' was great but It
was pretty rough going

Dunng the exact-him
scene I was made to fly
aroma the set on airs
and during Vita sane
broke my bloody ankle'
For the rest of tide time
Nod to wall around with
Chute caas!"
m
tough at the lop,
1

1

Tr>.
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GO BACK 10 years . .
'There are two bands around
at the moment who are
cleaning up on the club
circuit. With the increasing
popularity of soul music the
biggest outfits working flat
out in Britain are Geno
Washington & The Ram Jam
Band and, of course, Jimmy
James & The Vagabonds. Their sucC-^
cess is assured.'

..

didn't bargain with Rock
'N' Roll.

}

J
I

11f

!

1

ti

4

r

The upsurge in rock
during the second half of
the Sixties conveniently
JIMMY JAMES AND THE VAGABONDS: happ y go Jacky feel
raped the dance floor with
most of the soulsters But
the see -saw always Ups
back and with everybody
now partying down like
crazy it's only right that
out there helping things
along are Jimmy James
k The Vagabonds.
But although they've
been around for a decade
or more. It's surprising
that their latest record, JIMMY JAMES: first hit in Britain
'I'll Go Where Your Music
Takes Me', Is In fact their teaming of Jimmy James back in 1064 and he got
Iirst hit in Britain - and Riddul they've had involved with Blddu. In
although they've had a Rye singles released, the fact the whole thing Is a
'cult' following on both first being 'A Man Like sort of family affair.
sides of the Atlantic for Me' which quickly be"1 think Ceno, who Is
years.
came a disco classic also a good friend, faded
though It didn't cross over away from the scene
into the pop charts.
because he went to Spain
It's the sort of luck that for some Ume.
of dance music and 'deep' long.
get it "
soul. The single 'I Am
"I've never worked
the gentleman has always
The Vagabonds are a
Somebody' which was with a producer like four -piece rhythm section
Naturally It's a very been up
culled from the album, Blddu before," he says. that is always changing:
"Happily I've always
happy Jimmy James who
made 7S In America's Hot "I-le knows so much about "The one I have now is a
has found fame after managed to keep working
"The whole thing with 100 and so helped what he wants from the completely different
yearsof hard work. While even through all the
establish
Jimmy James artist and exactly how to band This one has been
me
alot
of
different
When
Biddu
gives
changes.
not detracting from
wllh me for about two
Jimmy's talent, a lot of 'flower power' rock hit the confidence because he in the States.
The
new
single is also
with'
a
small
years now and I'm hoping
only
deals
scene,
soul
took
a
slump
be
laid
his success must
to keep It a lot longer.
at the feet of British but we managed to keep number of acts and so he being released there and
a lot of Ume to already getting extensive
"Although I've finally
playing
discos
can
devote
by
going
maestro
Bid
production
New
York
play
In
the
got a hit record, and It's
du, who Is hoping Jimmy and working the cabaret each of them."
my first by the way, it
Thatffevotion has discotheques. Jimmy is
James will be the vehicle circuit, though there were
first to hand out
hasn't seemed to have
for a repeat ride to the top times when I almost already resulted in an the
affected me or made that
'You Don't credits for this mushsimilar to the me he had thought about giving it all album Acalled
after
rooming
popularity
much of en impress!~ so
Chance
If
You
Stand
he
confesses,
'up,"
with Tina Charles.
make
for
so
trying
to
i1
far I've been trying for a
a
mixture
"I met Carl Douglas Can't Dance'
But this is not the first

,

imm
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f
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Detracting

against.
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disco dancers and soul

ballads, We'll feature
that variety on the next
album which

Is

finished."

almost

Hopefuls
Jimmy Jumes is an
example to all the
struggling hopefuls these
days who think they may

never make those much
coveted charts: "You've
Just got to grit your teeth
and keep on trying," is
how he explains It.
After all, who knows
what might happen In the
next 10 years+

.

QOPi.iP.
1

0

r

r

ou

or mom

,

/
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I

arrived. After that long
you don't go wild
Immediately"
But Jimmy does let his
hair down an stage where
the accent is very much
on party time: "Ws try
and get a happy-go-lucky
feel and Involve the
audience to the music.
Ws like everyone to be
me. But although It's
essentially a happy Sound
we 515) Ilke to get a
fast.
variety of songs In

Gap 008
i

IVru'1erc

This

IN--er

DO\NA SUMME
»LOVETTJLOGY"
GTIP 010

r

a

IT

3E MAGIC"
Albums otso

-

a

great album includes
new single

"COULD

cnolable,

casseiteor,dctrtrid,e

17

and now It's

years,

_
.

11`

"-"'"
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hit In this country for

Confidence.

by
David

'

It

R

R

,1,7%;

Or so everyone thought
al the time, but they

,
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One in our series of unusual PARACHUTISTS
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reviewed by Sue Byrom

CRAZY
t'

STONES,
Nom...
THE

ROLLING

STONES: 'Fool To Cry'

(Rolling
19121)

Stones

RS

Flipped with 'Crazy
Mama', also taken from
the 'Black And Blue'

album, the A - side is the
Stones in a gentler (TI the
Stones can be described
as gentle) mood, but quite
a few people will probably

prefer 'Crazy Mama';
which is raunchy and loud

and more like the Stones
of yore! Either side can't
really miss

BOWIE edited

DAVID BOWIE: 'TVC

concerts.

charts for
15' (RCA 2682)
Edited down by two
minutes from the album
track, it still stands as a
superb number, especially
the beautiful "transition -

transmission"

chorus

Lots of piano and a
great build before the
fade vocals at the end
Should be nicely in the
line.

the

man's

MICK JAGGER

KE

whistling and generally a
good - time sound.
Infectious seems an
appropriate word, and it
wins nods of approval
from Record Mirror,

the dullest most repetitive
songs they've recorded
Riding a crest of a wave
they may be, but unless
the product bucks up a
bit it might be back'to the

THE STYLISTICS:

MUD: 'Shake It Down'

(Private Stock PVT 05)
Betcha don't recognise
this is Mud when you first
hear it
It's about as
different as peanut butter

and marmalade from
anything they've done in
the past Bongos, a disco
rhythm, snatches of

'Can't Help Falling In
Love' (H&L 6105 050)
Yes

know this

already
In the charts, but there
still seems to be this
problem with the record
I

is

company only letting us

have

a

copy

after

everyone elsef Whilst I
like the Stylistics, I have
to say I think this is one of

T/

HRICHARDS

paddling pool

SHOWADDYWADDY:

Traced ero' (B ell 1476)
Finally breaking away

from the Eddie Cochran /
Buddy Holly type vocals,
Showaddy have come up
with something more

original,

despite

the

Ventures' guitar break In
the middle. A nostalgic

CHARLIE WATTS

BILL WYMAN

RON WOOD

reminder of whose dear old
Trocadero coffee Muses.
this one should do very
well I like the shades of
10cc on the chorus.

(ses ft somewhat in the

accommodate

arrangement and nicely
so, hut apart from Radio
Two spins, I don t see it
setting much else alight

footle feelings including a
totally un - funny spoken
bit in the middle. Hasn't
the cricket season started

BOB MARLEY & THE

WAILERS: 'Johnny

HEAVY METAL KIDS:
'She's No Angel' (Rak

WIP 6296)
If there's such

234)
The HMK emerge with
their first Mickie Most
produced single and an

ALBERTO Y LOST
TRIOS PARANOIAS:
'Dread Jaws' (Transatlantic BIG 541)

Was (Woman Hold Her
Head And Cry)' (Island
a

thing as

.laid - back reggae, then
this is it. Marley In an

almost soulful mood, with

girlie backing vocals
singing gently in the
background, and his
voice weaving through
the music. Nice one.

obvious eye

on

the

charts Lots of pounding
drums and guitar riffs, but
I fink It's still a bit
too
heavy for our Top 50
buyers

PAUL AND AVIS:

'Every Time You Touch
My Hand' (Charisma
CB 2731

Having lust

JOIN ThE
SOUND`1

-.

i'1
.

.

had

a

successful appearance on
New Faces, this mini duo
¡Avis is 15, Paul a mere
131
seem to be fairly

This record

popular.

I

t

though is

.

,ie
r'

la

-

a bit insipid, all
la rhythm and

la -

chorus A bit twee

-i

FLEETWOOD MAC.
'Rhiannon' (Reprise K

1

Eff

)4430)
I1 FM
were a bottle of
' wine, one weld say this Is
an unprepossessing little
vintage The same goes
for the song Easy on the
ears, but nothing that
grabs yew.

MANCHESTER

UNITED

SUPPOR-

TERS' CLUB: 'Just One
Of Those Teams' Uet
775)

Agfa SFD cassette tape
Lower noise. I(Y4 less background nisi:
than ordinary loco noise tapes.
Improved output and range. Gi e,. you
moreol the sounds you like.
Reduced distortion. Sounds now sound
ckstrer.
Better mechanics. Less chat race of
jammi'ngaadc.tsicr, more accuratetvinding.
More minutes for your money. 3 more
minutes on each side of the Cho and Cth).

Now doesn't that sound
like something,to improve
your recordings.

-

6

('(`I

1i

t..,.
401"'

4t."

\;
ela-.awe.- _

STMcassette
-

Reggae rhythm swims
through this one, a fairly
typical Alberto rendering
of their vision of 'Jaws'.
The flip side is an
alternative version, with a
'guest' appearance by
Rolf Harris. Don't reckon
it'll get played much with
the line 'Wave that stump
about'. but Alberto s fans
might enjoy it

MELBA MOORE: 'This

Is It (Budd ah SOS 443)

And yet more disco, this
time a Van McCoy penned number, This
lady can deliver a lot more
than this kind of song
which will get lost in the
incredible barrage of
disco material Currently

overwhelming every-

thing

MAJORS: 'My
Dance' IM agnet 64)
Well. if you like the
Drifters you might well
enjoy this. because Ks so
THE

similar

it's

Silly.

There

isn't the fullness on the
chorus that you get with
the Drifters, but the
.phrasing and rhythms are
practically note - for nme Rip- off time.

SANDI SHELDON:

'You're Gonna Make
Me Love You' IEpie
4186)

Van McCoy
number of the week, and
no better than the first.
There's a very Sa ties feel
to this
none of the soul
you'd expect from a
McCoy number, Sandi s
vocals are a bit flat and it
lust sounds dated

-

KATE T. FIELDS: 'April
Showers' (Birk 30041
Currently supporting Jose
Feliciano on his tour, this
is her debut single and Ks
awful Delivered as if she
were singing in a pub. R
has little subtlety and less
appeal

UPSTICK:'Coma Back
Beatles' IPolydor 2058
7251

-

BROOK BENTON: 'My
Funny Valentine' (All

Having already been
unmasked as Horskps w
disguise. this plea to the
Beatles sounds more like
the Elyria than the Mop
discounting rite
Tops
'Daytnpper bit in the
middle, and another
snatch horn 'Ticket To
Not
Rider et the end
destined for great Mt

-

Platinum 6146 315)

Now enjoying a revival of
interest Brook's single is
a re - working of that old,
old. number He modern -

.7

Second

e.

BOB MARLEY

SUPERJVf
FERRO DYNAMIC
SM

A
M u...

Well. if their team's got a
record into the breakers,
why not the Supporters'
Club? A re - wnte of 'Orce
Of Those Songs' to

suitable

KATE

T.

FIELDS
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Cassidy's
cool fire
and Mule
DAVID CASSIDY: 'On
Fire (RCA 2680)
A't. the surprising non ,Ihp, ,ranee of 'Tomorel the charts, David

hack with an up sound complete

,,,

,.me rather tasty
u,,, ,rrangements It'll
11

he
crucial
a
finding out if he

I, his

r

ERS: Takin' It To The
Streets' Warner Bros

f

K 16735)

Title

4

js

They've

Both sides are edited
versions of their album
tracks, and in a similar
vein to 'Babyfacé
instantly danceable to
This one obviously is for
Charleston lovers, or just
anyone who wants a bit
of fun in the disco.

enough fans to put it in
the charts, but it's very
forgettable

-
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AUSTIN ROBERTS:

'This Time I'm In It For
Love' (Private Stock
PVT 58)
After his success with
'Rocky', Mr Roberts is
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Every British DJ said 'Miss You Nights'
was Cliff Richard's best single for many years.
They'll say the same, and more, about his
new one. Quite simply, it's probably the greatest
rock single of 1976.
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repetitious chant
Tina, basically

from

Scarborough North

n

lyre

opting far rather more
mekxfr sounds this time.
Again, it's prohably one
that'll get played in the
clubs.

consisting of the title
repeated over and over.
Bouncy disco beat, and
Tina's high vocals. but
not as good as her
prevóus entries

Humberside

Liam Temdaend Newcastle Ulan

1451

Not as funky as their last
single, with Supercharge

future, here's a release to
pass the erne. Coupled
with 'Baby I'm- A Want
You', its a nice coupling
of two of Bread's biggest
hits written by maestTO
David Gates.

42371
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B eds

stands

(Virgin VS

With rumours that Bread
might re- form in the néarr

TINA CHARLES: love

Wao
Ireland

play probably

SUPERCHARGE:

Lonely And In Love'

BREAD: The Guitar
Man' (Elektra K 12110)

Ate Like A Lover' LBS

6006

Caner Codas Cooled, Dubin

back with a mid - tempo
ballad that with repeated

fodder.

One of those records that
if it got played might well
but oral it
do something

(RCA 26731
New York disco smash
row getting an airing over
here Fairly predictable

DRUM

dance rhythm,
bongos bonging and
speedy vocals. Disco

Want To See You
Dancing' (Satril 1021

their version of 'Dance In
The Old Fashioned Way'.

AND

fast

hokts it all together.

CORPS: 'Charleston'
(Atlantic K 10750)

FIFE

Mr Music Man' has just
out of the
charts. Still, this one is a
quieter, gentle ballad in
practically the same as

"II NEWBURY. Stevenage Herd
+n Coda, Colgrave Notting
Mr Craig Colchester, Essac
*ddlelan l dul:hbeoudl lees

thumping chorus that

l

VICKI SUE ROBINSON:
Turn The Beat Around'
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DAVID CASSIDY: probably a crucial record

Don't know why they ve
got another single out so
soon, especially as 'Hey

rr ore the 11111 winner»
Ihr Amen Corner
.IlllulllilNl, Chet, will
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WING AND A PRAYER

4961

11,

track

recently released album,
which has had a mixed
reception
Possibly not
the best track to convert
into a single, but its got
some rice breaks and a

5'.

really has been accepted
on his new musical 'lever
or
not by the 'fans There's certainly more to
it, but its fate is open.
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HARPO, ANOTHER glum,

IN NEXT ,WEEK'S ISSUE'OF
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Sweden, and reportedly one of the
leading teen lights In his native land..
Little is known of Harpo in Britain,
except that he has a single in the chart,
a self - penned number entitled 'Movie
Star.' It was originally meant to be
produced by Bjorn and Benny of Abba,
but they were busy on other projects.
Anna and
Instead Abba's other half
Freda did the honours on back-up
vocals.

1

1L
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1

-

L

Dowies 3tatlon
to Station:

The song was written about Harper s friend who
wants to be (you've guessed) a big movie star.
"You think you're like James Bond when you
smoke your cigar" he sings.
Harpo explained: "The song bi really about a
friend of mine who thanks he's a big Swedish
star. I sang it In English because I didn 1 want to
lose a. friend, Some of the words aren't very
kind. "
'Movie Star' is currently lopping the charts
around Europe and It looks as though Britain will
follow suit. This Is Harpo's first British single,
but he's no stranger to our land. In 1978 he Came
to London with his songs and met the fab-u-taus
Mello Most who instantly signed him to Rak
Music. "Mlckle Ilked my songs very much," he
reflected. "he said there was something fresh
about them."
Too true. Not only were the three songs fresh
they were downright commercial. They all went
to Number One In the Swedish charts and were
Top 10 smashes In Germany. Holland and
Denmark. But what about over here?
"I don't really know what happened," said the
puzzled Swede, "Maybe I got too Involved with
my lour of Sweden, or maybe the material was,
too weak for the Brills)) market 1"
fie also said he wrote those songs solely for
Swedish audiences and well, there's a big
difference between us and them.

Appealing
'

Over to Harpa: "We have the old Swedish folk
music, the stager thing from Germany, Euro
rock, and all these things are mixed In the
Swedish music so perhaps they aren't appealing
to people In Britain?
However Harpo said he preferred writing In
English: "It's difficult to write pop songs, In

Swedish."

yÍCtoriao:wemIjIey

Al one time Flurpo divorced himself from
mimic. He said he slopped listening to music
after 17. and Just read about upcoming bands In
music rags, but not having the faintest idea what
kind of music those groups were playing. All

very odd
Harpo' "I Just listened to my (avow-Iles like
Dylan. Ravihhankar, and some old lass records.

read a lot about new bands, so I was familiar
with the names but not the sounds
"The first time heard Cat Stevens was two
days ago at n concert file music was not very
different from Mw I imagined It to be, but I
thought M would be , tougher."
Not listening to other artists' music means that
young Harpo can't rip off any Ideas and
moreover can't hove a clue what's considered to
be schlock or red hot by the public.
"Not listening to music means I'm not
influenced by anyone:' he reckoned, "but of
course I don't know what kind Of standards to set
either. So I Just write what fleet."
Long before the Stockholm lad began writing
songs he studied at the famed Calle Flygare
Theatre School. graduating as a teacher of
mime. Indeed. mime and Improvisation play a
large part In Harpo's stage presentation. On
stage he employs a five year old ballerina; a pink
kangemo and a marionette mime sequence. It'e
all too w-underbarl
like to entertain," he said definitely "Of
course I would like to bring the show to Britain,
bull think it would be too expensive. "
Harpo has Just written a song coiled 'The
World Is A Circus.' and that's Just how he sees It:
"People like to laugh, to be jolly, so I try to bring
joy into peoples' lives."
When Harpo tours he has his own three - piece
backing group' The Banana Band.' Usually the
flee year old ballerina can do only matinees
because she Isn't allowed to stay up too late, but
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HARPO: causing mass hysteria
she's OK when the entourage do TV specials.
"The band Is very good," he enthuses, "but I
often change It from Urna to time. I like to have
strange names. like me time It was called
'Rerpo's Helicopter,' then 'Esperanto,' but 1 had
to change tl because there is already a band
called 'Esperanto. Now I call them 'Banana

Band' which I think Ls very funny,"
Another mime special Harpo has up his sleeve
Illlerally) is a show based on a puppet called
'Peter Blue.' "I hold the small puppet In my
hand and then in the next scene I become the life
size peter Blue. 171 be taking the show to
lielglum. France and Germany and l woutd love
to take It to Britain also
but," his voice faded
away because he knows it's Impossible to .10 so
Ile cash shortage )
Getting back to raw, basic, down home music, I
asked Harpo what the Swedish youngsters rock
to?
"We haven't many Swedish rock stars but
'Abbe', are already well known In your country.
Basically, the Swedish young are more Into
,

"I

Donna Summer:

ADDRESS

i

J

British music, particularly acts Ilk e Deep Purple
and Sweet They also like the soul thing from
America, that is becoming very popular today "
Modesty prevents rum from adding Harpa to
the list. But as true as the sea is blue, Harpa Is a
Swedish Heart throb of the first degree /Dative
performances cause mass hysteria throughout

Scandinavia, but the guy who's been described
as looking lobe a cross between Roger Daltrey
and Leo Sayer can affil get his head through any
regular- sized door
"It's nice to be noticed," he said sounding
blase, mostly due to the stern tone of his votes
than rockiness. 'tf people are nice to me, then I
am nice back "
if that'slias philosophy, then be must Irne DJ"
Records, v. ho bad so much faith in Harpa that
even though Movie Star' 'a-as released nine long
new. the ago, city still bar sed it and hi m up every
step of the way
hoops It a Noe vraituu' gsarne hue paid oR. For
born

parse'
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ON TOUR
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June
June

1st '

TAUNTON Odeon

2nd
3rd

BRISTOL Colston Hall

4th

6th
7th
8th

9th

Ilth

SOUTHAMPTON Guildhall
SWANSEA Brangwyn Hall
OXFORD New Theatre
BIRMINGHAM Odeon
STOKE Victoria Hall
SHEFFIELD City Hall
MANCHESTER Palace Theatre

12th
13th
14th
15th
17th
June 18th

SOUTHPORT Southport Theatre
LEEDS Grand Theatre
HULL ABC Theatre
NEWCASTLE City Hall

June 20th
June 21st

IPSWICH Gaumont
CHELMSFORD Odeon
EDINBURGH Odeon
GLASGOW Apollo
DUNDEE Caird Hall
ABERDEEN Capital Theatre

Rine 23rd
June 24th
June 26th
June 27th
June 30th
July 1st

IRELAND Venue to be announced

LONDON New Victoria Theatre
Presented by M.A.M
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More discos,more lighting,more bargains, Disco showrooms with service depts.
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yrORSTIIORNL 9918111

systems from around

Disco

Top West End

r

AARVAK (BARGAINS
L)EPTI. 125 Bruce

DJ Studios

toRwcodñn.eehtlÓnlyrlbEllact

disco systems from

CA

ALSO IN STOCK
full moos of Sound.u. F.L,Chron,c

BARGAINS. Secondhand

7676.

-8079140

SPRING SALE 2nd
HAND BARGAINS

}

Disco Equipment

SOUNDS INCREDIBLE.

Brochure B Price List on request

HP or Pan Exchange arranged. 10% deposit
9 ern to 5 30 PM

'..

-

-

:e

Dr's

- 0$115(111111T¡
prvas w.ser+crcy

CpfEDITvoucHeI
q
s'..SVIY alac,h.1

Q
os '1'...,,,,,-,,,-.7,7,10.`11ndrkW°`Ltlu

,...._,
.ae
V, 4ea,hbm..
sI

1M

p,M Mere,

lu.l,ai.. ,scelA tog
V AT extra

Personalised Jingles etc.
Large Lists availáble,
Send large sae to:
Scratch Management
367 High Street
Harlington, Hayes, Middx,
or phone: 01759 1063
for more information
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Circles

N&úpIsvi

In a

MUD GO
DISCO!
It

/

New 11ENTIONED
crrnliv, Harrow DJ
:011' RARNFIELD
organising the
of his regular

F

h

'i,

,y
re la's

Monday in
month at

Disco, Shaf-

.ltiry Circle,

nith Harrow, Mid-

.,x, between 8
midnight,
n and
,

1

,

New - Spin is
nncd to be a
nw case for all the
,

'nt disco

-

on

tallied records that

DJs

may

berwise overlook.

TONY BAR NFIELD: Showcase for recent disco releases
Mobil e jocks In particu- any -Imports), and will be worth getting. To pay for
lar are encouraged to providing all Vatting DJe the privilege. tickets are
attend, especially as with a list of the records LI on the door or 70p in
several record company featured, together with advance cheques/ POs
pluggers with freebies full info and even space payable to 'R A. Barre
will be there ton.
field (Disco New Spin)',
for notes.
Tony will be spinning
If you're not on many plus 2AE, to Tony
all the disco ?tinglen disco mailing lists, this linrnfleld, (Oa lion
released during the could at least he an borough Road, Horsow,
previous month, plus opportunity to hear what Middx HAl IPB, telemany pre - releases you've been missing and phone 01-803 9570 / 122
(thoúgh not necessarily to decide what la Indeed 0770. See you there!

QUEEN'S 'BOHEMIAN Rhapsody'
was possibly the
start of it, and now
JOHN MILES' 'Music', 'ABBA'S 'Fernando' and the
FOUR SEASONS'
'Silver Star' contin-

'

1

'

ue

K

the puzzling

pattern.
All these records
are extremely popular as chart hits, hut
do you actually
dance to them?

They llave all cropped
up in cur contributing
DJs' Disco Chart returns,
which would suggest that
you do, but if co- how do
you dance to them? Their
common characteristic is
a muddle of tempos, some

.4

fast and danceable but
others being patches of
dead slowºless.
If the DJs silo just the
fast bits Into their show,

er

UEEN. can they dance?

question

-

.

Is of course the

LP cut of

DIANA ROSS 'Love

Hangover' (Tornio). with

K,'r, i)avls (Sound 3.tachtne, Welwyn) and (Mug
Forbes (Klouds, WarPoser Discos, Bridge). wick) Joining main Or the
Mark n.y91rce Iiay ICricket Club, above
Churgford), Colin neon joins Son Y&y(or
MOLean
Aces Club.' (Crackers, Norwich) for
11amllton 1, Jay Jay BARE RUTH 'EiuEve'
(Harvest), while Leap
:+wen ?Breakaway D)s- Arm tips DAVID MUFiCOs, Stevenston), Ashley
FIN 'Heavy Love' (Tam tatty (Ashley's Disco. la) along with Cohn King
Ferrysidel and Peter
Colin's offers
(Sale) . .
Disco,
Gig
IRoute
mg a reward for return of
Plympton) - Peter.
350 singles, mainly
gets 'em bopping every
Moto,. n, stolen from his
Sunday to 1950/02 Oldlem
csr a few Sundays ago
at the Mountbatten Inn.
call him on ((WI) 989-7008
Plymouth, too .
Steve Day joins
DON
WOODY 'Barking Up The
Dave Porter (Oscar's,
Liverpool) and (Kris HIS
1Wroag Tree' (MCA).
already huge In London,
(Goldrnlne, Canvey) for
ryreads to Lea area
MOMENTS 'Nine Times'
r Ball-HaL
.
Bognor Regis)
IAil Platinum) . are
and Mark Rymunn
Chris's big nestles
Mouth Wale. Clubs)
Row
'Front
STRUT
the other tap new add
-on
Romeo' / 'Tone Moves on'
i

from Theo Foyle ( t3anana

...

1

1141

1

-

(US Brunswick LP) and

LEE ELDREN 'How's

Your Love life, Pt 2' (US
Mercury). for which he's
Joined by 'Tricky Dicky'

...

as a
!)Lord)
from the ARMADA ORCIW(-:STRA

Scones

change

aContempo), now al last

CHANTER SISTERS

'Sand Of Geoid' (Polydor)
picks up for Colin McLean
and for Brien Camino
(Ttlfanys, Berwick), who

joins Bill Parsons

(Shades Discos, Bolton)
and Ran Wylie (Road
Runner Discos. Grba+by)
for JIM/111 JAMES A
THE VAGABONDS 'I'll
Go Where Your Music
Bill
Takes Me' (Pye.)
was disappointed by the
lack of interest shown in
visiting DJs by many
exhibitors at Disco North,
who he reckoned by the
Tuesday had been on the
-

.

-

and not without
beer
Ron
reason, Bill! .

,1AOOet MIILEIt: 'Sts
tint; On The Dock M The

Ray' (2nd Traci MN

great reggaefled with mid

via

President), OUR Red
cline's uutiobloemphical

tempo rhythm and
falsetto multi - tracking
Good slower 'Dancing
The Reggae' flip has

classic

lranafers per

-

WARREN SMITH: 'Iced
Cadillac And A Slack
Shostache' (Charley CM
10151). Another hockabil
ly oldie that's already
huge with the hoppers,
this Is me that they dance
Sun
Lo In double lime
worshippers will love the
'DearJohn' (Upton.

DAVID HOWIE:'TVC

Die and dancers alike,
please let me blow the
answer to this .questlonl
U they don't
And DJs
dance to it, please don't

DOLP(I Oft
(tOUNDE:

Ill

Wyile joins Dave MacRae
(Primitive Disco, Sea barn.) 'for- the di -side

President). Charlie's a
chick, who hustle* so
darned fast that the fox trotters will be able to
dance to her quite happily
at half speed.

rifle

Wl1RZELM: 'The

Combine llarvester'

2450), Rustic accent.. do a suggestive (1.511

sounding -re

-

write of

Melanie'. 'Brand Newµ
which could be
good? 'The Blackbird' flip
Is kinds 'My Old Man's A
Dustman'. Jolly stuff,
ou know'
PF.G(IY LEE: ri'va, Got
Key',

Them Fes-Iln' Too Ornd
Today glue*' (A&M AMS

7225). Jaunty vocal
ragtime, slurred Floe
West

-

style

for

MoR

jocks.

FRANNIE OOLDe.:
'Stop IAnd l.a,k Around)*
(Atlantic 1t 10117).

Modern H - aide with
squeaky chix and Use sort
of beat that might be good
up North.
ROBIN SAILMTEDT: 'My

IS'

Roslaenee

E.AN

Star Trek'

I.

Loa'

Ex
(Dee,., F
gUlnite kloagey Carol)rhael Utter taken al a
tricky fast v.altz tempo
which might now goi MoR
following all the radio

rhythm lugger 41L
THE CHARLES RAN

-

CHARLIE: 'The Old
Fashioned Way' (Power
Exchange 1st 215. vi,

President). This year's
Continental contender for
the 'El Bimbo' stakes,

(RCA Sent!), Despite DJ
expectations that 'Stay'
would be the single Cte,n
'Station To Station', .hi.
Rosy Music-- ish 'oh - oh
uh - ah' complex
uh

to be there.

flip

CHOCOLATE'S: 'It re 11111a Carnavel'
(Aquarius AQ I. via

stereo FS

they've been requested by
people who don't dance to
them, they don't deserve

plays.

BOWIE: complex

Ten,

JIl.'.i,

t"OR A Mange, here are 20 key records which play at just .about every gig earl
which are tar more Important than any chart °Loewe,. Clary more are equally
important to me, but these are thrones around ,rhiedh they pivot. tither mobile incite
.are invited to send In their own (shorter /listº!
1

,.

:?

2

-

now Stuart

<Raquel's, Wakefield)
picks CAMEO 'Find My

Way' (US Chocolate City )
Tat Russell (Kirk-

-I

Ups PETER
FRAMPTON 'Show Me
The Way' tA&M) along
with Alan Gold (Bright-

Inttlloch)

en), who )vine Arthur
Dyke (Exeter) for KEITH
EMERSON 'Hanky Tank Trºin Blues' (Manticore)

THE OLD FAMHIONED WAY, delen pearly
(( apltot)
( opts)
YOU'RE K(XTEEN, Ringo 'Harr
(BCA)
3 RETURN . )SENDER, Eh or Preale,,
(Columba)
4 CASTATMCHHOK. I ~dirt llnarakre
Haley
3111
CLOCK,
S
ROCK AROUND THE
(Brunswick)
m(b
(Peel
s SIMON SAYS. 1910 Fns:
(London)
MACK THE KNIFE. Hobby Darin
7
(MGM)
Kelly
Gene
RAIN,
THE
MINGIN'
IN
a
(island)
9 CAN'T GET ENOUGH, Had Company
BROWN SUGAR Rolling Man, (Rolling Stones)
10
(Jay Hoy )
PI
RO('K YOUR BAIIY, George McCtae
(RCA LP)
12 TOP HAT, Kay Noble & U Bnwlly
((oral)
IS THAT-LLB-1E THE DAS , Crickets
CIA. Tommy Hersey
It TEA FOR TWO CH
)
farmsw'lck
Orchestra
(Oeiumbia)
IS GLAD ALLOVER. Dave Clark 5
Orchestr(Coiurnbia)
Halle
IC BLL'S. DANUBE,
(Ioodesr )
THINGS. Bobby Lorin
17
l.ianu.)
Is MISTY. Kay Stevens
(Island)
19 LOVE ISTHE DRUG. 'tiny Music
IApple)
Beatles
BACK.
20 GET
I

. e-iBM

HUTCH 'Concert la
try
Blues' (Tamla)
specially 'I Wish You
,

5.

-

-

only there because

Love')

a

cantering archetypal NY
husUe treatment that's
brightly perky If untimalely vacuous.

20 year - std Frank le
Lymon classic sounds

that alight be the answer,
it you manage to dance to
both the fast and the slow,
bile, you're better than I
thought? /,nd If you go
and tit down to listen to
the record, It's not really
a disco record.
Just because a record is
popular, it Isn't automatically a disco list. Discos
arc for dancing, and that
is what this page and the
Disco Chart are all about.
If Pop hits ate appearing
in the Disco Chart yet are

BIDDU 'brodus' (Epic)
and then gets a thing
going on RIMSHOTS '1lo
What Yea Feel' (AU
Platinum-I with Doug
Forbes and Doctor 9 din
(Disco - 'i'ech, Simard)
not- necessarily
disco, my tavé album et
the moment Is 11711JF

Hawaii' hit gets

The

1

Ih1'

I'hono
4111151150), vi,
gram). Elvis's 'Blue

many, this power
packed frantic pounder is
truly music for the guts?
DERRICK 11ARItIOTT:
'Why Ito Foots Pall In
Love' (Trojan Tit 7910).

Pops the

chart

was too
tricksy for

version will be fun for
but if so, why not
some
try a proper version?
Relaxed 'Eleanor Rigby'

-

official A - side (here, the
less subtle 'Soul City
Walk '
STYLISTICS: ü,n't help
culling In rove' (I/AL

which

nkltteringly

Already

treatment of the popular
telly theme Ues in nicely
with the serles' return.
AIfCIfIF: BELL A THE
DRELJ.M, 'Let's Groove,
Pt I' (Philadelphia Int
PIR 42501. His best since
the similar 'Tighten Up'.
Archly s huge NY disco
hit surprisingly fared less
well as a single than the

O'JAYS: Lisin' for The
Weekend' (Philadelphia
In( t'1R ?IMO). With more
Mille impact than 'I Love
Miasl C',

15).

Causing a stir with DJs,
thls hustling hl - hal

similarly good.

-

FIFE

MUD: exciting
(UK USA

some lime, and will
obviously be big here too.
'Common Thief' flip is

-

& A PRAYER
A DRUM CORPS:
'Charleston' (Atlantic K
111750). Thankfully
edited, their dlscotized

WIN()

complete with false finish
to catch you on the hop'
Vial SUE ROBINSON:
'Turn The Dolt Around'
(RCA 24173) This in.
vigoratingiy fast percussive hustler has been
galloping along at the top
of the NY disco chartá for

.7

41

THE 'FIFTIES are
truly back as
INCE
A W'LUIt
'Brand New
fertilise' IChisutck, via
President' now adds tips

MoR GIGS

11

;

exciting Pip Williams
production, immensely
Infectious, that comes

(,'id then and the

reggae rhythm, scat
singing and 'Version'
fli
GONE AUTRY: 'You Are
My Sunshine' (Ember
EMBS :Ha, vin rye). The
Singing Cowboy may
seem unlikely divot)
material, but his happily
swirling fast waltz treat,

menl of the Governor
Jimmy Davis classic Is
ideal for the old folks at

-

-

NL,

I

mention fights with the
record company, Mud
have made the big break
and put out their first
foray Into the hustling
New York disco sound
They needn't have wore
It's an extremely
rive

)IS('O NEW SPIN
iieht. on Monday,
,

1

(Private Stock PVT 115).
After many doubts, not to

!.

fectiy to a Trenchtown
setting, with mid tempo

,

Down'

MUD: 'Shake

pin

(e

27

W

BOXY: No

19

28
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Togetne, on one Single

By Don Woody

and

gr,Pmfm

CAST IRON ARM
By Peanuts Wilson

1

MCA 240
Order Now

1
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ROCKABILITY
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FREE

to a0 Immediate members of Ph. coyly:

SCRATCH DISC JOCKEY CLUB

'TOP SO' AMERICAN JINGLE
CASSETTE es1/+y £1.31
MEMBERS BENEFITS INCLUDE:FREE TAPE
sent by return of post for each
appkcaiion
yearly
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s.^1Ps service.
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,.
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YOU OWE IT TO
YOURSELF TO SEE THE
WHITE NOIZE RANGE

inches x 18 inches of Solid
Power. See the Voice Box'
Maverick Bin at your local
dealer.
The London Disco Centre
Mathews Music of Maidstone
Music Matters of Welling
or for name of your nearest
stockist call our Sales Office"
on 01-855 9556
27
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STEPHANIE
MILLS: over
the rainbow

ephanie's

S

with David

b Bache ranch

IT'S TAKEN a year lo follow up 'Shame Shaine
Shane' but Shirley and Co. are Into the
American soul 100 with 'I Like To Ounce'.
(Vibration) Other new entries In the singles top
Want Via,' (Tama)
100 include Marvin Gay's
from the new album of thé same name. Oldie but
goodie Little Milton Is starting the big climb with
'Friend of Mine' (Glade has are the disco roup
Crown heights Affair
with their latest, 'Foxy

I

a wiz!

lady'
u

'The Wizard Of Oz' with a new
is not a farm. girl from
Kansas- instead, she's from New York. Not
only does she escape the ferocious tornado,
Ind whisks into view of one Jermalne
Jackson (and wife Hazel).
They start her up the yellow brick road to
%ND NOW

(Capitol) is finally
selling Newcomers
include Pat Lundy's
'Ain't No Pity In The
Naked City' (Pyre
mid), Bobby

record contract

f

Burl Bacharach

to produce her first
,album. The citizens
Oz are amazed.
It.,rhnruch and David
oen'I worked together
years nor have they
.r produced a female
i

,,;,hot
ern

.

Irk

besides Dionne

Dorothy re -

...es a stunning single
died 'If You Can Learn
!Toe To Cry' and Is
nbenely ignored by the

lush public al large.

-

a

well hack to
'old you believe

..dill

stage of

a

I'roadwny theatre?
'arothy is actually one
year old New Yorker
toed Stephanie Mills.
on the last
two years
elephanle has become the
odious Dorothy .In a
black version of -'The
ttizard Of Oz' simply
ailed 'The Wiz'
The basic plot of the
.,not musical Is the same
z the Judy Garland film.
,
I

.

Intl instead of singing
Follow The Yellow Brick

Brad'. Dorothy

hussies

bumps through 'Ease
on Down The Road'.
tnyhow, 'Toe Wiz' is
highly contemporary and
,and

E,

and beer cans and the
sighed witch of the West
keeps a whole team of
slaves called winkles.
Originally. The Wiz
opened on Broadway to
less than dazzling re.
views. There was talk
that the show was going to
close within weeks of Its
debut. But gradually
word -of - mouth made up
for the lukewarm reviews
and the theatre started
filling up.

or

'The Wiz' became the
holiest musical in town
when it won seven 'Tony'
Awards Including hest
musical. (The Tony is the
Broadway Oscar1, And

It came to pass that

Jermaine and Hazel

Jackson made a special
point of seeing the show
on their last visit to New

York.
They were so impressed
with Stephenle's performance that they rushed
Motown Vice -President

Suzanne De Passe to see
the show for herself.
It took six months

persuasion, but finally

old son
nitETHA FRANKLIN'S 19 - year
a record deal. He should
a Up from Diana Ross' kid brother TBoy
Russ who has recently earned credits working on
Mania Gaye's new album 'I Want You' .. .
Speaking of keeping it in the family, Quincy
Jones to tour the States with new brother act. The
Brothers Johnson
The Tavares are also all
brothers and their hew single The Love I Never
Had' Is all together . .
Locked away in the recording rooms these
days hoping for big results are Jermalne
Jackson an his own with Frank Wilson producing
amongst others
The Supremes. Minnie
RIWrton, The Syivers featuring hot heartthrob
tucaliat Foster. War and Jr. Walker
And
now a disco comedy album' Laugh your feetroft
Iso they tell us) with Weldon McDougait's 'Dap
Sugar Wilde From North Pinny Live' .
Wng from North Philly has to be funny.
Painfully funny. Imagine a disco comedy album
from di easden. Hilarious thought . .
Johnny Mathis grossed half a million
buckeroos an his recent UK swoon tour .
Nilsen Pickett Is buck on hot wax, His new
album 'Chocolate Mountain' features all the
funky folks from Meade Shoals who made all his
Clarence scouting for
lake

Albums
Stephanie signed with
Motown. The production
deal with Bacharach and
David was sealed. Step
hanie went off on her long-

awaited holiday to Ja
males with a cassette full
of new songs to learn
"I learned the first five
just by singing along with
the tape," she explained.
"We wanted' something
that was sophisticated
and young sounding. I
did 'Loneliness Remembers' and one of Dionne's
Old songs, 'This Empty
Place'. Working with Hal
and David was great.
Everything was very
straightforward and we
all became very close.
Burt will push you until

you give your best
performance because he
can sense when you're
doing well

If Stephanie doesn't

...

...

oldies soul classics

Quote of the week trom Smekey Robinson:

'I

feel sorry for dudes who get so much
money that
they lose touch L think
had a billion dollars I
wouldn't want anyone to know U. A friend
of
Tune told me I should have a chauffeur and

ill

bodyguard: For what' I want to drive my owna
where l want to
car and

go. You know U you
go
touch with normal life and then lace what
you have, it's harder to ever accept
normal
lose

thongs n% itfe again.

"

Patter.

Be Slipped

hits. So do strange situations. Denise LaSalle's
'Married But Not To Each Other (20 Century) is
one of the moat controversial new hits of the
moment

Awards

so

'If

swe
and Got Caught'
(Granite) and Parlia
nant's Tear The Roof.
Off The Sucker'
(C'asablannl.
In the next fortnight, VAN McCOY: running
It's likely that these new single will move
into the RIB Top Thirty. Van Meta), 's
'Night Walk' IH&L1 Is running rather than
walking as is Smekey Robinson's 'Open'
(Tamla). Alex Brown's 'Love Really hurts
Widow) elan' (Roxbury) la showing soulful
promise as Is the .lonesew 'In A Good Grove'
(Mercury). Speaking of grooves, Owen and
George Melanie have come out of the Florida
sunshine long enough to move 'Winners Together
and Losers Apart' (Cat) up the charts. What are
they trying to tell us with that title' Love won't
let Major Harris watt and '.lea lousy' (AUanUc)
has taken over. Powerful emotions make for big

A

turfee of old rubbish bins

uh.
the

I

r(

son's

with Motown. Doro- full of ghetto relevance.
:hy clicks her heels The Tin Man, for
.anti gets Hal David Instance, sports a cas.and

'Lite).

f

A

ntisi Dorothy

(De

From a group called
Foxy comes 'Gel Off
our A la, f And Rance'
(Dash) and Sun's
Hanna Make Love'

sound overly impressed
by all the fuss going on
around her young self, ft's
not surprising. A professional actress since the
age of 11, she's already
recorded one flop album
for Paramount, shared

the stage with Jack
Cassidy and Maggie
Smith

and

done heavy

dramatic stints with the
acclaimed Negro EnsembleCompany.

School
'The Wtz' means
gruelling eight shows

you work extra hard to
make the show a little
different By keeping the
other actors and yourself
on your toes. you keep the
show feeling lively.

"I'll

graduate high

school thin year, but
won't have Ume to gn onto
College. As It is now, I
don't have much of a
social life. You get used to
1

It

after

a

while."

As a direct resit of
'The Wiz' Stephanie has
full of
famous signatures, and

an autograph book
a
a

week, which doesn't leave

young Stephanie much
tree time at all.
"On a typical day. I'll
go to school, then maybe
have an Interview or a
costume fitting and then
the show. Every night

has just bought her
family a 27 -room house in
Mt. Vernon. New York.
Offers to play Dorothy In
'The Wiz' have come from
both

los Angeles and

London.
Can

I

ease

suppose if you
un down the

road. you can learn to
laugh

&Mr,r.r.
LOVE' ME DO

1

oldies status are Bobby W'ornaek'e 'Daylight'
(Unihd .Artists), Arable Bell and The Drell.

ungroovy 'Let's Groove' (TSOP), The Tavares
vocally light The love 1 Never liad' (Capitol).
Eddie Kendrick's PhWy produced 'Ile's A
Friend' (Tamla), the Blarkbyrd's maiotonoue
'hlappy People' IFantasy). and Dorothy Mcae''
blggie'Misty Blue' (1/a taco). Sliding down from
the album chart are Gladys Knight and the
Pips' (Best Of' collection, Hank Crawford's '1
clear A Symphony' (Kudu) and Smekey

Robinso ti's 'Smokey's Family Robinson'
o

T'amla),

WON
BE
First Prize

-

musical love letter cif
February 7, 1976
Sweet Thing,

Breaking up is hard to do.
Love hurts all by myself. How
dare you desire Baby Face? It
Joyce

The above letter is made up
of various current chart titles.

('Sweet Thing' by Rufus,

cerbScate. The Temptation's 'Hinge Of love'
(Gordy) has done more than fly, it's soared Into
the Top Ten from nowhere and winging In clued
behind are Santana'. 'Amiga'', (CBS) °bade.
e:arland's 'Odyssey' (Mercury?, George
liensoi's'Breezia' (Warner Brothers and Sliver
Convention's Silver Convention' (Midland Intl
What gown, up must go down, but some retools
drop drastically Taking a nose dive towards

PRIZES TO

A

should have been me.

The week's most volatile albums are coming
from a variety of musical soul soured'. Melba
Moore, the diminutive black Strelsand has gone
disco and hit the mark with 'This I. II'.
IBuddahl The Eleventh Door are going to go
gold with 'Hollywood line (20th Century). Lee
Oskar (United A Meta) se )ling f ra nUra by with a n
album of the same name as the one on his birth

'Breaking Up Is Hard To Do' by
Neil Sedalia, 'Love Hurts' by
Nazareth, 'All By Myself' by

Eric Carmen, 'How Dare You'

by 10cc, 'Desire' by Bob Dylan,
'Baby Face' by Wing and
Prayer Fire and Drum Corps,
'It Should Have Been Me' by
Yvonne Fair, 'Joyce' by Papa
John Creach.
Readers are Invited to submit a letter
of 30-23 words using any titles In this
week's Record Mirror charts including
:Oar Hreakers, but not any of the
YesterYear listings- Song titles using
brackets 11 e 'timely Night' I Angel
Face) may be used without including
the bracketed words. But the bracketed
words may not be used an their own.

'American Graffiti' series,
Courtesy of MCA Records featuring the big hits of
The Beach Boys. Del Shannon, Chuck Berry, The
Big Hopper, Buddy Holly, Bill Haley, The Rh' relies,
The Coasters. Little Richard, Little Eva, The Everly
AU three sets of the

Brothers. Chris Writes and brace yourself
Pook ie and the Spaniels"
!band Prize Two of the above.

-

Third Prise One of the above
And to the next 10 winning entries, a soul track of
singles courtesy of Deeca, Motown, Fantasy and
Atlantic.
Send your entry is LOVE LETTER, Soul Mirror.
Record Mirror, 'tpottight Howe, I Penwell Road,
London. N7.
Leaks to be is. by May l
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ROCK
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The story of

Waxie
Maxie

w

'N'

'EM ALL

Cub' they thought

-

-

Ellas McDaniel!), better

Like

In McComb, .M1s
He was
brought up with the
Blues and listened

started singing In his
local church, and at the
age of lO. a friend of the
McDanlels family gale
ham an old Salvation

stasippl.

during th his childhood

Army tambourine.

days to such legendary
bluesmen as Big Bill
Hroonzy, Blind Lemon
J effekson, and Joe

brim

Bo Diddley Is also a
down - home guitarist
who was amongst the

"I've

guitar players, a title he
shares with Chuck
Berry.
list of hit records which

Part 21
Bo Diddley

(amoua guitar
legs jig and Ro
the
Diddle), guitar sound
you know, slapping my
hand against the siring'
of my specially designed

r

-

Jupiter Thunderbird
guitar to get a kind of
grating effect "

1

'Diddley Daddy',

tambourine and shout

'Mona', 'Road Runner'.
'You Can't Judge A
Book Hy Its Cover'.
'Who Do You Love?'.
and '1'm Sorry'.

gospel songs across the

creek."
Two' years later, Bo
decided to learn to play

musical Instrument.
"But my attempts on the
is

On December 80, IDO8.

Its4
'N'
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MISSED THAT HIT SOUND WHILE IT
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to make It on his own.

"I realised that if I.
wanted to be a bright
lights entertainer, there
was only one place to go
Chicago. And so I

-

a.

a.

BO DIDDLEY: noted for his different shaped
guitars
went. ready or net "

But getting work,
however. wasn't Bo

r

Ttdssiaaae 01440 2170

easy. "Gig - hunting In
Chicago was not
plce
Of cake, but at the '708
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Including James Kirk.
land m drums, Jerome
Green an mAraccas, and
the Duchess, Bo's sister,
an second guitar.
However. It wasn't
until January, '1855, In
New York, that Bo got
his big break by Joining
Chess Records oil their
Checker label.
In May, 11150, 'I'm A
Man / Bo Diddley was
released, and this land
subsequent Checker releases: 'Dlddly Way
Daddy', 'L'M Bad', 'I Am
Looking For A Woman')
saw Bo Diddley In the
American ItA.H charts.
Ile became me of the

i
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Bo
switched Instruments
and taught himself to
play guitar. joining In
with visiting Delta blues
bands at local logging
camp dances He also
worked with the Doctor
Jive Rhythm & Blues
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(later changing
the Hipsters)
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GRAHAM WARR

VINCE TAYLOR AND HIS PLAYBOYS
ON CHISWICK 5.2

after he formed
the now famous I angley
Avenue Jive Cats band

when my music teacher
remained Onmoved by
my interpretation of
'King Porter Stomp' and
assigned me to the

.,,n.

i

r in
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ROLL RECORD

he says, "were
on the head
sus lessons

after only

4
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NOW AVAILABLE FROM PRESIDENT RECORDS
THROUGH ENTERPRISE LUGTONS & TAYLOR
THE BEST EVER BRITISH

knocked

1

I

Man',

A

-

creek. Everybody
bought homemade
cakes and la - cream.
used to hit my

He has an Impressive

'I'm

sines

to

good
Inked my
a

my
eel. Including
- between

been singing

and enjoying it
was belly button - high,"
he says. "Down In the
boondocks, you know.
Mississippi, the folks
used to have regular
Church revival meetings
in the woods by the

first amplified rock

include

many of his

contemporaries. Bo

ad

I

ROLL

piano.

Tuner

known as Bo Diddley,
was horn in a log cabin

I

d

a

them
voice, they
body movements and
they gave men chance
was big
Rock d
news then, and I quickly
worked outea,nifty stage

'n' Roll.

Bo Diddley Is the
easily recognisable fellow noted for his
different shaped guitars
and self
designed
amplification systems,
reluctance to change
Chords, and. In recent
years, a cowboy - styled
hat with a high. rounded
crown and upturned

-

looked

4

JUST ONCE In a while an artist comes up with the right song at
the right time
and immediately goes Into orbit, professionally.
For Bo Diddley the right song was the one he wrote about himself,
!Ito Diddley', and the right time, May 1455
the time,
incidentally, when Cleveland disc jockey Alan Freed decided to
call the RXB music he played on his New York radio show Rock

f. 1474

Y
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His nifty stage act earned

Mm

a

gig at

Chicago s 708 Club

'I looked a good bet
I had a good voice,

-

Mt.
brought their band
of nostalgia back to

dium

about that
"nostalgia" tag at

say

luncheon held for
them in New York,
sllorUy before they
left for London.

Revival Show,

How different would

-

Miller to late

'n' Roll
member Alan
Rock

F.

-

be

if

everything." they
agreed. "This creates
lar more musical

Fifties
Hand

possibilities for us We
can start with the
Twenties and move
through to the Sixties

Paul

remembers how amazed
he was ,at their
"I'd been
reception
told that Hrltlsh null
lences are very sceptic

I

selection to choose

they hail made any
changes at all^
"These days people
are opening their ears to

breath from Duke
palinglon or Glenn

-

we

their repetolre

their elegance, aulhenUcity and'lalenl
their
ability to slip In one

a

many banns around who

around."

last August, many
critics marvelled al

1

º

and Laurel,
working its waltresse/

Janis

and asked them to Join

and thus cover virtually
any musical style we
feel good about '

revivaL la not neces
sadly u negative state
mend. It's more a
recognition of greatThe music has
ness
become contemporary.
N e' re often Libelled as a
nostalgia group, and
we're not Young people

There aren't that

us -and we loved them

My only regret was that
weren't playing o
more people. Elul It
looks as though that has
been changed this lime

When they played al
Rlba's Rainbow Room

,.rmers of the mid
These touring packsite end served as a
an between R&H and age shows became a
large part 01 his
k n Roll. Suddenly.
ng, gradually tame working schedule, and
hall for hlnv Ely his he was able to meet
I.
admission the many of his old rock era
gave him a hard frelends.
OT his own tastes in
largely due to
'ere',1, representation and music Ro says: "If
if work Then, In forced to Choose another
records for
7o 110 got a call from artist's
motel- Richard Nº - desert - Island exile,
I'd have to
b., la meet him In New suppose
ark, and there he settle for Fats Domino.

n

al. No way. They loved

a

popular black joined a new kind of
'n' Roll per. show The Rock & Roll

k

Palla-

this week,

had a few things to

movements and they
gave me a chance'
t

the

have

such

a

vast

from

anal of the
14111
current Forties revival
In Hritaln. Will they

loon this?
"I've heard about
what's going on there."
Cush

mean Moir
I
under 25, can't remem
her tic big hand sound
now, and

"I

think
it's greal. Hrlllsh people
have realises that a
Forties revival. or any
answered Alan.

run it be Labelled
nostalgia? For them It's
contemporary "
No argument with
So bow

That. so how about Uw

hand Itself. Is their
story of how they all gut
together true+ Ind Tlm
really meet Alan in a
cub on 14 role dw ay'

by Stephen

Morley

Apparently so Alan
working in the

was

them
Well, fame and for
Hone has come In
stranger ways.
NhUr they ate all
awn re 'that the kuroprun tour is going' to
he no picnic. they are
looking forward to it
And if thIngs go us well
for them in Hrttaln then'
,.nul(I well he a TV show
the likes of which would
in,,ke 'Oto Time Mule
Hail' sound like 'Slug
Something Simple'.
Sn ff you've always,
a.eeeees4
the rtwnn to
slip IoW your ,father's
spine or climb into yaw
mug h,

i
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30
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Jude \not

April. Scala Cinema, Rotherham
April. Town'Hall, Middlesborough
April. Mayfair, Newcastle Upon Tyne

May. U.M.I.S.T. Manchester

I

4 May. King George's Hall, Blackburn
6 May. Polytechnic, Leeds

May.,Technichal College, Harlów
May. Civil Hall, Guildford
12 May. Civic Hall, Dunstable
13 May. Skindles, Maidenhead
14 May. Slough University, Slough
15 May. Thames Polytechnic
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FEATURING THE NEW SINGLE
"THE RIPPER"
GULS 31

TOUR DATES

1

is

noa scour chance
It'd at least sake tar
a more colourful Height.
m ice eh this Sumneer

THE NEW ALBUM
FROM ONE OF
THE HEAVIEST BANDS AROUND

Irbt
12

the

way home, he hailed a
Cab and Tim was the
driver. They then went,
on to find the two girls,

ItCtNS`P(

Britain when they
played

Of

musical Grease and one
night, as he made his

TRANSFER, who

they liked my body

.i

chorus line

MANHATTAN

9

16

FO

May. New Victoria Theatre

NOW AVAILABLE ON GULL
RECORDS AND TAPES
Marketed by

DECO
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Paul, George,
SOUTHSE A, King, John,
Ringnand Bert
UniveniU'. Widow maker

SURREY
University, 6,nUXBRIDGrE, Brunel
391251, Pretty Things
Inn, (203),
NEST RUN TON: Villtage
NI other
Park, Dave

Wk4Wk1,v SWkana

WOLVEIt11AMrIPTON.ornWest

information here was correct at the time of going to Press.
However, it may be subject to change so we advise you to check
with venues concerned before travelling to a gig. Telephone
numbers are provided where possible.
The

MANCHESTER, Pleradllly Club, Diver

Lee Travis Rnads hoof
561281,P PM
YOR K, UnlVerslth.

ft.,./. t..

-

sloes

slIDDIESBROUGII, Town, Hall, Judas
Priest
NEWCASTLE, City II all, (20007), Oaar
M aunlaln Daredevils
NORTHAMPTON, The Keep, King
sthorle, R ed lint R bth.n Orehrstra
1' oY NTON , Tie Folk Centre. P a rk Lane,
Vin Garbutt
SIIEFI-)ELD, City Hall, (27074), Rick

r.April'

ABERDEEN. Capitol Theatre, (23141).
Lou Sayer
BARRON, MaalmsClub, Real Thing
BARRY, Memorial hall, Stray I Raelni
Carol Dory
BATLEY, Variety Club, (Leeds 475151),
Drifters
RIR MINGIIAM, Alexandra, Godapeil
BRISTOL., Granary, Welsh 'Rack,
(21267 ), Kragy Kai
(1IE LTENIIAM, Pavilion, Budgie
DER RV, Cleopatra, (14128), N uta
DERRY Kings Hall, Gentle Giant
DUNDEE, laird Hall, (22399), Roger
W Winker
EDINRURGII,Le.th II all, PPM
FALKIRK, Town Flail, SadlsL, Sisters I

/

Ragging

1

Í

Drifters
BIRMINGHAM, Aston University,

the

359

CAMBRIDGE, Corn Exchange, (Bury
St Edmunds 3937),GrMir Giant
CARD rF, Tap Rank, (26531), Budgie
CARMARTIIEN, Trinity College, Al
Matthews 4- Laid Word
CIIELMSF(Rt D,Odeon, Marty Robbins
CLEAVEI,AND, Fllmore Disco, limbo

3610, Babe Ruth

(021-

Raggln
IIUNSTA RLE, Ca llloral., (12104),
Manhattan Transfer
E DIN RU ItGIi, Usher 111111, (031.229

BOURNEMOUTH, Winter Gardens,
(26146), Nell Sedaka
BRADFORD, Unlvr-sity, (31135). Alvin

Bennett

1051)05, Sundown, Charing Cross,
1101

-

.

ANDOVER, Country, Rumkin, (4033),
Sw eel Sr m a tion
BATLEY, Variety Club, (Leeds 175151).

LONDON, Nashville, North End (load,
(01-00)66711, Stra ng le rs I Snake.
LONDON. Palladium, (0137 7373), Tony

Eddie and the

.

1

Street.

and

(441114).

ELTON JOHN: starts his 24 concert British tour at Leeds Grand
Theatre on Thursday. The three big nights at London's Earl's Court
every single show
are on May 11, 12and 11 Now for the bad news
has been sold out for weeks.

April 30

IIONNINGTON, Rai, ISHerº
LANCASTE 11, Poly tee Ante, Car.. van
I EE DS, Grand Theatre,
Theatre Elton John
our

BeMt(IE

COL

Road, Bob Pegg

II IGII WYCOMRE,Nags Ilead, Upp

Dury

Company

CLEVELAND, FIlmore

Manor hotel,

NEST CROYDON, Star Hotel, London

Castle

Kilburn

Drifters
Palau, Diversions
BIRMINGHAM, Astas University, (021559 3611), Pretb Things
043
Rift MING II AM, Barbarella a. (021
91I3),Upp
BIRMINGHAM, Odeon, Alvin Lee A
BER WICK, Caesars

\

SOUTHAMPTON, Gaumont. (22001).
Marty Itobbins
SOUTTISEA King Theatre. John Paul.
George, Ringo and Bert
STOKE, North Staffs Poly., Edgar

Brae hlon Rand
TOWCESTER Cornhill
Hedgehog Pie

Lee A Cn.
BURTON -ON

Rods

I

BATLEY, Variety Club,

Wakeman

FOLKESTONE, Leas Cline Hall,
(53193), Arrows
GRANGE TOWN, Rockefellers. Silbo

LONDON', Marquee,
(01.137 6603), Ian

Slay

ANDOVE, Cntry Bnmphln, (41,33),
R e. IThRlagw
(175151). The

TRENT,76 Club, Upp

7107),Len Sayer

GLASGOW, Apollo Centre,
6055),Orark Mountain DaredenIls
GLASGOW ,Savoy Centre, Diversions
IPSWICH, Gaumont, (53641), Alea
Harvey Band
LEEDS, Grand Theatre. (40971). Elton

(041-332,

John

Empire, (051.709 1555).

LIVERPOOL,

Rick N abeam

F.. II, Free Trade hall, (061134 0913),C
The Mayfair. (23109),
NEWCASTLE
Judas Priest

MANCIIES

nl

EDINBURGH Usher Hall, (031.229
7007), Orark (fountain Daredevils
FARNBOROUQH, Recreation Centre,
Junior Walker A The All Stars

FLSIIGUARD Frenchmans, (3579), Al
Mathews/ Last Word
GLASGOW, Apollo,_ (041.332 6055), Leo
Sayer

LEEDS, University. (.39071).

Gentle Giant
1,05005, Royal Festival Hall. Sough
Bank, (01420 3191), Nell Sedaka
vt AIDE NIIF AD.Sk IMks, Rohe a uth

SRL1142
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like "Now (Hoy)" (Spark) by
Bill Purse!! And The Nashville Sweat Band would give
you a clue to its. identity.
And its
identity you'll
really want to know because

to pa,

POST

MELODY MAKER

mean, no amount of listening or dancing to a single
.

i -C

here's a disco smash. One.
of those purple, lush- orchestrations which swell and
blaze with piano arpeggios,
flute solos, string ripples and
brass bashes
the lot set
against a funky unrelenting
percussion chucka-chuCka.
Not to mention the breathy
girl choir ah-ahing and doit-nowing to great effect.
This particular number feels
very pop -classic Rachmaninoffish. It's a find.
Deejays who want it should
ring Pve
it
And
would
sound as good in the chart as
it does in the discos.

-

BILL PURSELL AND THE NASHVILLE SWEAT BAND HAVE A DISCO MONSTER HIT WITH NOW.
aeaeV nerrverse
,w_,Y3.0 .-.---

Riek

Wakeman

LI'ICESTER, University. (50000),

BELIEVE THEM
A TOP NORTHERN SOUL SPINNER

Bllho

Maker
CREWE, College of Education. Rhnther
Superior
DUBLIN Stadium Leonard Loses
Ballroom,
DUNSTABLE., Ca Woe
02004),). Al Green

ON'T BELIEVE US

`NO.."

Dlae_n,

EIt, Easel Un)verslly,
Feasible Miller I Widow

Record Mirror's weekly guide lo concerts, TV, Radio and cinema

-

1
kleamer "rile verley"
R,

I.

-111.

I

swell

A

affair

was time for Manhattan
Transfer, alto swanned Into the
roar of approvaL
Despite conversations with Tim
Hauser earlier in the year, the act
they showcased at Biba's 10

l

MANHATTAN TRANS! Elt
PASADENA ROOF' 011(71FIS

TRA

SEDAKA: Winter Gardens,
Bournemouth on Friday
NEIL

IIt('HINTER

I. E1io.J,

.

Belle Vue, (061-2n

It \NIT1ESTER, U.)d,La. T,(osissa
91111.10 dos `first

not nit O, Polytechnic.
ell'RIF ND, Kursaal. (660276),
Read

11

Alex

THSKA, Kings Job., Pawl. George,

earl

ink A hen

H

/

Iaedon Palladium

The link-allkes were out In 'Mee,
joined by the inevitable ticket
touts Gents nattily attired in bow
Iles and s(oats, ladies In Thirties'
skirls, everyone ready for an
evening of Seventies nostalgia..
The Pasadena Roof Onheslm
got everyone m the ,nod, taking
us through sole of the sings our
Mums and Dads swooned over,
with Jahn (Paz) Parry doing
delightful vocals while the

Orchestra ,blew and

-

fiddled

behind him
special mention to
Barry (Champagne) Williams for
a divine solo! It 'was a swell

.I.:.l.l.l

Radio

r1/1
stage

affair.

To an off Allege Intro of a short
chorus d Doo-wop, dio-wop'. H

to a

months' ago was virtually the
same as the one they went of to
perform. There were a couple of
new addltiots, but rail ton many
glimpses of the Fifties and Sixties
numbers some had been led to
expect.

Still, there

was

.'Blue

Champagne', 'Tuxedo Junction'.
'Operator', and Alan Paul's
pastiche of a Fifties' idol,
cemplete with vest - ripping. The
audience loved every last wiggle.
and if some of the cruder lines
went over their heads it was more
down to ignoraner of American
argot than prudery.
At Blba's 11 worked better, but
possibly Manhattan Teamster will
always work better In a club
atmosphere. Still, there were no
complaint's from the packed
house, even those who had seen
the shim before.

Rolé

Ity roan

liroabri hood of Ilan

RirkIt air man

111: RP

t.

(Moos, (021.60 6100,

HILLY, Doable Diamond.

M.TlGese Pltaey

rat

.

'

ENTRY, Theatre, Alex Harvey

Rand

RIRKING, Darling Horse. Tamtay
lone.
It 1'R
Empire Theatre, (05e -7a9
..POL,
,1,0O firtlamino Daredr-. ih
1t/N DON, II a mmersmilh. lot=its 10111),

.7

I

5rilSrdaa

IIINDON, New Victoria

(014134 OS71),

11

1, ores

M(N(11ESTER. ralafe Theatre. Lea

ÑCtSTLE, Mayfair
,Atril, Bireniotn

s,1

Ballroom.

rIESTON, Guinhall, (21721). Elton
loba

l.l.
Ma,3

66ILEY, Variety Club. (Leeds

IAüIl

rolheroed diem.
I IIELTEN1lAU, Everyman Theatre.
Imo, Pawl Graeae. Rings a ad left
t ULSTER. CelebnU' Clots. Alai.
Marino
urn.. Ale ,LeeS.yer

Mill

II
tTE R. Free Trade Hall, 1061634 0)13), R irk at ate ma.
nA 10R D, Neer Theatre, 441544). Alex

n osey asad

b

snEFFIELD, Civic Hall, Ozark
5tiple.l. Daredevils L Keener sad
STAE'EQD, Top of the World.
II

Tide

bolters

UT

11t. ID,Tdlanys, Bilbe Rangos

ICE1a1ET, Empire Pool, (01-4021234).
David Roa le

warp
Manfred's time
(lob.
/
:

Landon
MAFFRED MANN S ARTII HAND MarquisIT GETS increasingly hard to keep pushing forward the barriers of

highly polished performance,

Good-time
Wakeman

spectacle guaranteed, and as
always with Wakeman's gigs, he

g TIIE
ENGLISH HOCK E\SF..?I KI.E /
ilanwnerwnith 'Mean. ondon

KICK %IAKE'IAN

1

\

i.

5A11F.T, Variety (-lib. times 41751511.
aridherhaaa
ala KIpSRA3f, Ilarbarellas, 0321í13
9113), Sadism Sisara
ant KING IH-tn. (Mein Theatre, (021 443
61o11.0ark UaaMafa Darvdenls

a1A(.LL1 N, Lea's Hall. Jada. Priest

CARDIFF Centre Club.
I

N Ualthe.s

HE LYE'Di 4.11. Tool, Hall.
a+.adeaa Rod Oretntra

(21333.

EASTKI(.1SE. Kiam Country ('lab,
J osiar W alar sad the WS tars
IJSI):RrufL, Empire. (461-7a1
Eton Jeto
LONDON. Nn t «torva, (11-4.11
Cama.
REI MR Mil li. Jester, R a aren

1556),

0671).
Road

raters
%Eat-4ST1.k. City Hill. (MOM), Mirk
wa4eeaa
O

reiEasoROLGH,
412011.GadaprR

R1:fI/LJ!T,

Key Theatre.

tarar Pooi,,rol fat 12341,

Dase lamte

-

rock music, and Manfred Mann's philosophy would appear to be
why bother?
That's not meant to he derogatory It's Jue that the excellent
musicians who make up the band seem to have decided that round
about 1971 was the best time for rock.
Id's rock with everything in its place: The guitar solos; building rifts
anrl.Of course, the cosmic feedback. It's obviously a winning formula
and very hot I.
(lmdon's legendary "sauna "night spot was packedthat
stole the show,
Surprisingly it was two Bruce Spr ngsleen songs
Rib Dylan's
although
The
light'
By
and
'Minded
Night'
Sprits In The
'Father Of 'My. Father Of Night' received the biggest acclaim and
band five
with
-the
been
who's
only
Fleit.
Dave
lead
guitarist
gave
months, a chance to sine.
if
It's obviously a well rehearsed set with effective lighting and
Manfred Mann is not breaking any new ground then at least he's
giving a section of the rock audience what they want David Hancock

TOUR squally coincides with

an album release and moss bands
use the gig as a vehicle to
promote the new album. With
Rick Wakeman it would be
expected of him to perform his

naye

4

PASEDENA ROOF ORCHESTRA

latest creation 'No Earthly
(bestectivn', hut Rick, as always.
tried to go one better, he decided
to play all of his four albums in a
spectacular two-how show.
A feature of Wakeman's live
appearances is that with the Rock
lOnarible a lot more bite is added
which is sadly missing on the
albums. Some parts of Six W ives
Of Henry V111' could even be
described as approaching a
(inky level.
The big question of the night.
however, was how would
Wakeman fare without the
London Symphony Orchestra. No
orries. Wakeman and the ERE
form the ideal partnership and Is
viably noticeable that the ERG
lilt Wakeman unlike some of his
work with the 1.80 where he may
lose hu set ccasionally.
lbwever., the result was a
o

enjoyed himself, the band
enjoyed themselves and the
punters most definitely loved
Molnar' Thomas

every mutate.
JOSE

FELICIANO / Royal

.Miser' 11111, l ardon
A

NOT quite full house saw Kale

-

-

albeit briefly
T. Fields open
the evening's entertainment. She
sang six songs of vastly different
kinds, ranging from 'River Deep
Mountain High' In 'Vincent'. and
although there's no doubting she
has a voam, it was a strange
presenta ton.
Jose Feliciano opened

with

'One Of These Nights' and it took
a long time for the sound
problems to son themselves out
Still. K was the Jose we all knew
and loved. Or was it? After
'Chico And The Man', Feliciano
notched to electric guitar, and
with the aid of a bass player.
keyboards and drums he then
went funky jazzy and just plain
messy. II was a relief to have him

switch guitars and end the first
half with 'Anil No Sunshine',
The second

hall was -somewhat
got the feeimg that

better, hot I
quite a lew Feliciano fans were
none too happy with the more
modern set -tams of the concert
Sue Byrom

=-1a.

Clyde's

'fortnight
of fun'

ETHNA CAMPBELL

*lithe Apollo lacy 7N 21
Sydney throne a nas's
in concert at 1w Knives
Hall. me Ikeda s. Stay Z.

"A FORTNIGHT of fun
for all (lye family" la

and special events organised and sponsored by the

F.

(land job, is

Aátion.

Edinburgh's folk comedian Bill Barclay heads a
concert at the (My Hall,
llmdlery:go, on May 21),
and a seven - hour folk
Cruise on the paddle

-

TV

We

'rested'

commercial

stations covering the UK.
the are Mill a long way
behind America which
has over 7,000 commercial radio stations
Before Beacon went on
air the (rutsmlttera were
pulling nut test broadcast
tapas, prepared by the
staff .i bleb loosely follow.
eel the music policy of 30
singles.. 30 oldies, 30
breakers and 30 albums
Among the disc jockey
line up al Rearon are a
few familiar laces Dave
Owen from ILallo Atlantis
and l'icadrtlly Radio Is
hosting the breakfast
show mid Saturday and the
breakers show on Sunday
afternoon.
Phil Heine was with
LBC and hosts the

commercial production

department a_s well as
having his own show
Mike linker Is another
familiar name having
bent alfil nuptial, 11w
IBA, and more recently

I'n1trt1

Biscuits

Factory Radio station In
lasndon. WIN Ile hosts
the regular daily breakfast thuw,
Finally Getre.> Ferguson is the other key

personality. Having
started his

can r

wuth

Radio, but more
recently he has been with
BRMit in ILrmingham he
will hue the evening pop
show from seven 11110
Manx

Listen for

..

.

witch
her,

Look for

Serene' has Mena Staraual
and Arrias en preso,
and Ira 4+n at tt ase

TOTP

Seits

eat wet like

an

!anther/awe Rrdhers assn

{Miser.
Tinte

Olen

It4á

tar:

attaee

Ora

'AIJ. TIF. Pit F:MMDE%Tt

ebb':

(bet AA. Karr,
tale. Sq. Irma

(\ ea l Lod,
%pril M

TOO SIIPEKMTAKS.
Robert Redford sad
Moths Warman star in
Ms biers adaptant.n of the

l

11aw

are
reed

o

Ike Grim

xe.
w bra first oi
eventual
toppled the "Sias
admtntstrati.m is

lea v

lag aedfaed *ad

bas
The

game

are

ga raptor.
They play the own
saw O a 1m

e

rr

a.hlnebaa Peal report

O

n

the scandal and

Iy

t,

get

all "gal

The

rrsiaes 's Stew'. Moab,

l4.41. la lar dear mara
sri ware Y

le popa=
Air. -is-.Oree ene reset'
M

film shows their

Oempw

matte

t..

the

esa

arfa pe.a_mworms

osad as ~IL
Sear.

111e

Warta.

as/ Jae Ma
por try fas. all
the r+slapr'r jsrw~li
the M. has to. Mail*
nrwspaer, that their dlrehed
by Ciar JL
revelations were not Jn.I rakey
for
figments of ever -keen 'tot' and 'the Paraaoa
jou rna Katie meads.
The sma alfg %Wag
Ta
*ph. 'JIM he
about ale nine in (MOM la
ecae.
-'40. ,
not a ask d roes sad ~Mat Sra hard
one has Ia keep Uri aova caned% error
remembering that every- rs nowt
1'. sae
thing we see an ~yea
maw

roe.

of the rsa eV op sad
they Sad Su
persuade the world, and
their own sopenss al ihr.

the fight

maeamee
a rae

s

actually happr.ed sal

~

r
.i
~Li

v

k

a,

Andy Finney presevntaa
reeordmg of lsao Ma-

nilla** Hammersmith

programme on Saturday.
May I. at(.3pm

sear

Amuiran pies o£] ad
um

'ethnic account

pus

Odeon concert of March
21I, in BBC Radio
land o n's 'Breakthrough'

door

std i.46..._. 0
~was

hest

'Insight' features

rimer

4

V pq
pariwwiaeip isarr-

yes" aan
let chic or

'Love You Till
S

aigli

Sunday

has lonco.
M actom n
lamen Kasen Mien Imam"

feature

Watergate
uncovered

Bowie recorded in Havre
burg during his recent
European tour The title
of this week's programme e

Bob
Gaucho and is called 'A
Seasons'
Man For All
NA, Gaudin has written
must of the Four Seasons'

...

LONDON *'KEKRRDI
Televtauoo's !Lata~

TOP OF THE POPS'
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Siowaddy's
variety show

o
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Exclusive preview
The third album to date marks

a great improvement for the band. To start with it is
more of a complete album than just a collection of hit singles and fillers, and it shows
more versatility and confidence.
Three of their singles are included, 'Heartbeat', 'Heavenly' and the title track, and a
couple of contenders 1ór the future
Much of the band's attttude, and that of the album, is summed up In the double
cover. One scene depicts them as a bunch of kids outside an early haunt, while a later
view stows them stealing the scene in a different way.
The theme of updating the music of their youth is well illustrated In'Lookin' Back',
with some nice Duane
Eddy style guitar, 'Record
Machine', and 'Troia'

Why are
Tampax tampons

the number one
choice?

dero'

itself.

a
.

rra

Chuck

Berry's 'Rock And Roll
Music' gets the treat- SHOWADDYWADDY; updating music of their youth
ment, with some good
vocal harmonies interIt's a mixed album. Some you dig that? Sho nuff 'h' VARIOUS ARTISTS:
jected into the usual Berry .of the numbers sound yes I do. y'lI
'Doowop Doowop'
licks,
There's a big 'good irrespective of how
David Brown
(DJM DJSLM 20261
production job on 'Paint long ago they were
With nostalgia riding the
Your Picture', and recorded, others have JESSE COLIN YOUNG: crest of a running board.
On The Road' (Warner. mono fives in the form of
hopping strings on 'Sweet obviously remained unreAnd Innocent You', leased before now for a Bros K562231.
18 tracks taken from 1953
reminiscent of all those good reason: they
Nice guy Mr Young he of - 1961, but merrily from
Bobby Vee, Adam Faith weren't that good. Valli the totally distinctive
the late Fifties. Some of
type singles
voice, has managed to
and the Four Seasons are
the acts just had one
There is certainly big sellers now, but this produce and mix one of enormous hit, others had
variety here, ranging from album isn't the best about the clearest live albums a sting of hats. Adam
for ages without med. White again provides
straightforward boogie to at the moment
some sounds that might
flcing any of the fairly comprehensive
Sue Byrom
surprise fans and critics.
spontaneity he was sleeve notes on each of
Showaddywaddy have
obviously after. The
the groups included, with
spent longer on this
songs range from the
Information on other
album than the others, ELVIN BISHOP: 'Strut - delicate 'Sunlight'
releases and what
and the extra work tin' My Stuff' (Capr- through to several heavy happened to the artists
icorn Super 2429 136),
appears to have paid off
blues and are all given over the yeas So if you
It's
good
to
see
the
David Brown
standout treatment fancy a memory - jerking
seasoned guitarist grabbthanks to great horn and
ride. try 'Could This Be
ing a little action in the
woodwind playing from Magic' (The Dubs];
'In
American
charts
with
Jim Rothermet Although
GRAM PARSONS: :
'Fooled Around And Fell this is . no 'Elephant The Still Of The Nile'
GP' (Reprise K44228).
(The Five Satins) and
In
Love',
hopefully
it
and
As the world's greatest
Mountain' and the 'Long Lonely Nights' (Lee
rock casualty and the will get some more plays obvious comparisons with
Andrewsfr The Heartsi
most charismatic star over here. The album the James Taylor are littered
Sue Byrom
ever to enter a recording track comes from is a
about all over the pace,
NUCLEUS: Direct Hits'
still comes out as a
stutdo, it's really good choice selection of
(Vertigo
9286
019)
rock
country
and
down
news that both this and
musical winner even If no
'Grevious Angel' ere home soul. It represents item ground s directly This mid - price collation
getting re-released Al- more of a band album broken. Still can't see es a useful reminder of the
though it's argued that he than his previous set, him breaking big over good music Nucleus have
brought us. and shows
doesn't sound as despee which put too much here, but If you're in the
know then you shouldn't that British jazz rock can,
ate on this es on the emphasis on the star
guests.
Elvin'
vocals
and
be just as exciting, and
s
Palace
really
miss this.
Burrito's 'Gilded
occasionally exasDavid Hancock
Of Sin', the cosmic lyrics reflects the earthy
nature
the
music,
well
of
perating, as that of our
cowboy still manages to
matched by the striking THE NATURAL FOUR: Transatlantic cousin k
get enough agony going.
The title _Nightchaser' (Comm spans four yeas, 1970-74,
Emmybu Harris is there guitarwork.
seven albums and 16
notch, and track is deadly, with its K56224).
of course
the combination is infectious snuffling beat Miracle man at Cunom, musicians. The musicians
tasteful wastefulness and he even adds some Leroy Hutson. manages include Ian Car, Jeff
highlighted by the solid boogie to the Tamla to dominate thus outing Clyne. Kenny Wheeler,
can with his writing and Kau Jenkins and John
incredible 'A Song For classic 'My Girl'
production at the same Marshal, who do battle
You', with Gram pointing
time as adding a little on seven compositions
at
of
us
the finger
all
more 'oomph' to, the While much of then
when he breaks on,
group than they had the material remains jazz
"Some of my friends
last time out Unfortu
don't know who they
natefy the whole thing still
belong to . . , " The
comes over as Curtam originator of country rock
the rich boy who rode
taloreasweet soul muzak
nght through the sunset
and while the Impressions
illusion, is about to be
were on to a winner with
revalued.
The cult is
similar ingredients an 'First
growing every day and
Impressions' this does
not before time
nothing to develop the
David Hancock
sound. Currom's defined
sound has neither the
inventiveness of Motown
at it's height or the
FRANKIE VALLI: Inmelodies of Philadelphia.
side you' (Mowest
The result a stick glib sou' !"
M WS 70071
Issued in America last
of the forgettable disco
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SHOWADDYWADDY: Trocadero' (Bell Sybel 8003).
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Chris Speddrng.

David Brown
DENVER: 'Live
In London' (RCA RS
JOHN
1050)

the dust has
settled Iron) Denvees sellout tour of Bream. RCA
release 'Live In London',
taken from the concerts
at London's Palladium
The 13 songs selected
could easily qualify foe a
'Best of . , ' album.
The production is is
oellent, the actual concert
was better, and his studb
albums surpass this by
miles
but once agarri.
the selection of material
make it a must for Denver
fans. Included are
'Siarwooxd In Aspen',
'Surestxne On My Shout

Before

-

'Back Home

dens'.

Again', the bent, of it( 'The

and The Hawk',
Calypso', 'Leaving On A
Jet Plane', and of course
Eagle

'Annie's

is older

li
ELVIN BISHOP

-r-i

fashionably black chic
cover shot Someone
should stop the disco
boom
NOW
David Hancock

-

Song'.

Full

marks to producer Milton
Okun fax keeping the
audience applause and
chatter to the minimum
on scrre, tracks the is
cut out ail together. The
only bad move tat least
unit* video records are
Part of evertor* s audio
System) was to include
Oenvei's'jupghng bit'
that's strictly for personal

-

-

a

opera

rams

fodder type. Sheer
'Uncle Tom that's neatly
summed up in the

year with a slightly
different track listing, this

Valli material.
Several d the tracks have
never been issued before,
others have appeared on
singles, and 'The Night
was a hit in its own right

orientated they Oct to
grips with some provocative rock on 'Song For the
Bearded Lady: with some
noteworthy playing from

JOHN DENVER good setectron

Derek Canty

.
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r
great

Marley rocks
his roots
Aastaman Vibration' (Island ILPS

93831

MARLEY'S still pushing his wares fresh
and hot like newly baked peppermint
1)311.55 Nothing's cooled or gone stale,
he's as fiery. sensual, bewitching on
Rasteman as he was on past albums.
It's Marley and the Wailers' first
entirely self - produced album and

accurately showcases

pinned

against

espertise.

Marley's writing talents have become
even more profound Listen to 'Johnny
Was' (his latest Single), it has one of the
most poignant lyrics (complimented by
a swaying down - tempo rhythm) that
ve heard in aeons, and is certainly on a
I

Leon s mixed up
/

Wedding

SELL:

backdrop

6300 201).

(Philips
This compilation consists
of 20 tracks Two from
10cc (including 'I'm Not
In Love';; Rod Stewart
(that classic 'Maggie
May'): Shirley Et Co

('Shame,

of

McCoy

Al-

original version on 'Safety
Zone'. Its not that Mary
can't sing
she proved
that when with Sly Stone
and has a style not unlike
but
that of Syreeta
she's not the right foil for
such an original sounding
Mad Dog as Russell
Hopefully their marriage
will gel and harmonise
better than this fairly limp
outing. David Hancock

sufficiently enough over
the top to still remain
entertaining but on this
album he may very well
have gone too far. All the
sell -penned songs which
have been recorded on a
40 track machine seem to

lack an immediacy and
their version of 'Daylight'

incidentally is
produced by Bobby
Womack himself) is an
(which

I
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Shobag

inspirations Into

a

concept album, with his
interpretations read an
sythesisers, mellotron,
keyboards and flute, with
three musicians and whhe
noise from space for extra
texture. Considenng the

exciting possibilities

presented, the result is
too mild, derivative and

contrived. Too often it
sounds like diluted Camel,
especially 'Temple Of the
Inscriptions, but they do
this son of thing much
better, and with a lot lets
pretence This is nothing
the more
David Brown
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experience in sound and
music based on the books
of Erich von Daniken,
and drawing on the
popularity of the con
Paul
troversial author.
Fishman has, turned his
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PRESS TIMES

T-SHIRT:

Players left off) It
coincides with the re
packing of Silver Conventions first album, now
looking equally erotic.
Music content2 The first

'

D

i;

Advertisement Copy should arrive at our London
Office 8 days prior to the publication date of the
issue required. If you require assistance with the
preparation of An Work Jot your advertisement
please advise us as early as possible

ULTImpTE

-

GROL508I,
A pioneer- of reggae, of
Joe showed Bob Marley
the ropes long before he
became a prophet of
This is Joe
reggae.
Higgs' first ever British
release and a work of

/

Volume

Discotheque

Z (Magnet 50111.
The first thing you'll
notice about this album rs
which takes
the cover
over from where Ohio

JOE HIGGS: Life Of
Contradiction' (Vulcan

different these days. In
fact I found this album
disappointing to say the
least. It's far too urefom
in style and could be
mistaken for many other
soul
Grade One disco

IT S NEW, PRETTY.

°

SILVER CONVENTION:

Jan Iles

'Eargasm' (CBS 81201),
As remarkableas Johnny
Taylor is he sure ain't
doing anything very

-

LEON RUSSELL

heard too much of this to
have an eargasm this time
'round Only two tracks
really grabbed me.
'Running A Lies, a very
fine bluesy number and
'Pick Up The Pieces

JOHNNIE TAYLOR:

-

several

and

others. Ors great value in
that you get some of the
best singles released last
year all for the price of
one album, and it can also
live up to its title and
prove very useful for
livening up a gathering
Sue Byrom

songs, and I'm afraid I've

TAYLOR
MADE

with Bobby's

pared

K56244).
thing Leon
The one
Russell has always been
good al is going just

'

JOHNNIE TAYLOR

unmitigated disaster com-

bum' (Paradise

Shame,

Shame'); The Stylistics
tracks); The Mo( two
ments ('Girls'I' Rhena
Young ('S O. St '1; Van

marriage

6 MARY RUS-

LEON

a

VARIOUS ARTISTS:
Turn On A Party'

mesmerising moosic. 'Want More' is
cry - tough arrogance, with Marley
spitting out the lyric, end there's some
crazy wailing guitar hammering home
the message
The Wailers, especially Aston 'Family
Man' Barrett. are dazzling, and Marley
has never sounded so good. I'm well
an' truly hooked.
Jan Iles

their studio

for

rhythms, insistent organ a
la Booker T, makes this a
very bstenable (as well as
danceable) LP. Reckon
he'd be a monster live
Jan Iles

part with the delicious 'No Woman No
Cry'.
Another excellent track on the first
side is 'Roots Rock Reggae' which is a
pulsating number with a hypnotic beat
and muting bass turned up full volume.
On Cry To Me' the mood is decidedly
blue, so much so that you can feel the
pain. Irs the very essence of heartache

BOB MARLEY AND THE WAILERS:

significance,

this, bwana, is reggae like
it ought to be. Joe's
remarkable vocal talent
set against reggae hot -

side opens with their
current hit 'Get Up and
Boogie' and goes on with
three other tracks, perfect
for disco dancers with a
lot of energy to burn.
Side two changes pace a
bit, and includes a slow
number, 'Thank You Mr
OJ', to round things off.
Silver Convention don't
try to be anything other

Bran *TYla. sirteae
Cif"'
coroc U Me OAaee

AMC, reels
C-AW1 *OH 011100*
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James Dean, Big Screen

King Fu
Fighting
IF

Issue April
No offence to John Mlles, but in your
the litre
you gave the Impression that the re release of
him.
to
thanks
all
'is
'Rebel Without A Cause
Record Mirror
May I point Out that middle of
'World,'

Xis

°

James Dean addicts" Remembert
Of May,
within the film Industry 'Words,' 'First
A Messaggee To
have been lighting scept- 'Gotta Gel
Some
lave
You,' 'Tb
Ism for more than three
'Ma ssaettusette,'
years now to give n new body,' Mining
Dlaastes,
generation of fans the '1941

lT

STAR LETTER

DEAR MAILMAN.

chance to see J. D. on the

I wonder why people ca l Elvis Presley
the "King"? Sure he had 27 gold tingles
while the Beatles only had 22. Does anyone
ever mention that the "King" achieved this
over 20 years while the Beatles made their
hits oyera period of eight years.
Did the "King" write
these hits
or even play
on them? Did the "Kin(;"
ever put tw o hits on any of
those singles like the

-

Beatles'
Old his unreleased
album tracks get more air
play than many ordinary
hits? Many Beatles rings
did.
Now, after taking that
into mnsideratlon. who,ls
are the "King's"'
Peter Scott,
Edmonton,
Alberta.
Canada.
tY.50 is winging Its way
arras,. the Atlantic to you
- but ho,, much it'll ho
worth when it gets them is
beyond our control!

Slim King
it's nice to seen picture

of Elvis Presley in Iter ord
!Mirror once again. Elvis

.waspltiurodwithadig
w

hen he

w

ns

ato

slim

-

as

the dog.
I; %Tryon'. is shoutlna
about how fat he has.
become So what?
It's
the singing that counts.
what (tjferenee does size

-

make'

\nywaay. Elvis is still
the King

Philip James N Morgan.
I<,ngswood.

IAiddy
readers!

a

big screen.

Declstons about some"
one as great as Dean
aren't made snappily or
because a man with a
similar haircut has a hit
record.
Eileen Stow,

l tocad,

Artificial

Essex
Goodness, someone

actually hiker us ser bowl.
ly.

epics

Coloured
Bee Gees

I

'I'm Mandy
I have
lace
have written epics, e.g.
'Uno Null a parts'. which
I
prefer to the contrived,
artificial epics she listed.
uno(Tenslve
Fly Me' that

1

Lancs.

STEVE HARLEM: didn't desert his fans
than King. Ills new single wishing him a speedy
'He's So Fine' should recovery
reach Number Ono. This
From a mad B.C. It. fan,
ringle shows how brilliant
Krises,
DMA it MAILMAN.
Junnthan really is.
And tioWer
'lb the air hostess wit,. Carol Mansfield,
Preston.
lhrua.ght that IOcc's Tot
lance
Mandy Fly Me' 'vas rude.
Keep tanking.
nothing can be more rude

Call it

Carmen to

Bristol
it King ' )used

DEAR MAILMAN.

we Think Julie CoyIngton, Rula Lenska and
Charlotte (bat w ell should

go

How Dare
She?
DEAit MAILMAN.
How dare she' I'm
referring to that letter
crlticlamg 10 cc's 'I'm
Mandy Fly Me' (Record
Mirror. April IDl 10 ec
are the most original

band to come onto the
music scene fui many
years.
Andrea.
Moutnln Ash,
Mid Glamorgan.
South Wale.

the garden

Into the music

business They all, have
terrific voices, especially

Julie

Their position in

Ile charts anti

'Reel(

Follies' proves IL
Fiona and Amanda.
Edinburgh,
Scotland.
At this rate they'll have
to nail themselves The Not
Sr.

little ladles.

He's so
fine
DEAR MAILMAN.
look forward to seeing
an interview with Jona1

Failure

Dedicated
Harley

DEAR MAILMAN,

We would like to
express our deep din
satisfaction In the Elec-

DEAR MAILMAN,
I'd like to thank Steve
Harley for no' deserting
his fans and for such
brilliant concerts end a
magnificent LI 'Timeless

Flight

'

Just because couple of
singles don't don't make
the charts Steve Harley
doesn't give up, tit s
shows what a dedicated
person he is.
S -I &
C R fan.
Swindon,
as

tric Light Orchestra's

choice of venues for their
proposed tour of ibis
month. There is more of

Britain than they obviously think If they don't
come down here soon we
will personally fuse their
light bulbs
Anon.
Portanaouth
Power failure?

I

What it warm
wonderful gesture

sky

the

name f

Bee.Geso fan.
Stu it

(l re That's
.

a

few?

Curry_

almg
like shouting out
to passing pop
stars. It's real good fun'
Yours,
Len Thorne and Betty
Alison
Ettahm
fin, what's new about
that? We did it years aim.
We

"

and

Roll on
to recovery

Her new sa-)

lie

gorgeous and talented
Ertl. Carmen
'All By
Mysell' Is brilliant Oh
yeah, can you tell me how
old he is and If he's

DEAR MAILMAN,
It's good to see the New Seekers back together apain,
but I don't think they'll make it. Firstly, they hao, lost
their bet singer and stags performer, the lovely Lyn
Paul
Secondly, with groups such as Guys 'N' Dolls, Abbe,
and Brotherhood of Man now having great success. I
don't think the New Seekers have much chance
A Milne,
A Lyn Paul Fan
Aberdeen
Scotland
Thanks for your ewryrt, unbiased opinion.

_u

hitched' Than Ms,

Sailor and Erte Carmen
freak,
Swansea.
1'ac rimer beta close
enough to hint to mum the
number of rings on his
bark. or a, his hand for
oat matter.

us'

Ea
t

Abba-nother
poster

t

DEAR MAILMAN,
Thank you for putting a
poster of Abba In Record
Mirror. I think they're
great Could you please
put in some more of Abba.

ens

DEAR MAILMAN,
I'm writing to wish Eric
Faulkner better and to
tell him all his fans are
thinking of him :and

.

DI -.AR MAILMAN.
Thank you very much
for the interview with the

ELO Power

-

Broadway' - to
few? Thank you.

Seeking a chance

CI1U,croe,

Jolly
Follies

lkin Fanny ll

Tahe

Tender)'. 'Nights

"Curry"

DEAR MAILMAN,
think It's time we had
a Bee Gees poster In the

Julie Hartley,

than Slade's Lets Ceti It
Quits. '
Anon,
Sheffield

'Jive

/EAR MAILMAN,

DEAR MAILMAN,
.1
had to wonder if
Madam
ollnnder (Air
Hostess), has been
listening to the same,

gulfs

DEAR i9AILtd A N.

-

DEAR MAILMAN,

Queen. and Sweet
Dreams,

it

Gareth,
Dorset

you put two double

sets of our centre pages
around the

ERIC CARMEN

place

where

you sleep. you could call It
a lour poster bed.

THE NEW NEW SEEKERS:

make it

don't think

tMyll

r

`love Nye
Like A lover'
following up her No.1 hit 'I Love
To Love; from the CBS debut
album of the same name.

CB::

b DISC, MAY

RECORD MIRROR

1,

37

1976

ONELY MALE. 24,
seeks girl for sincere
friendship, 16.23, Surrey /
London areas. Ali an.
1

Personal

Box No 681R.
WOULD like to write to
female Roller fan, who
'would be Interested In
I

-

'

tf

267A
r t is, 18 - 30
1nlahy- Road. Hull. Tel:
'1356.

moving to Scotland
around July time. 17+.
Please send photo
Box

BORED'? LONELS?
Stake genuine new

-

Carr.

RICHARD, 22. seeks
quiet girl In Bgry area
Into Status Quo, Tan.
gerine Dream.
L/C I
R Kanuk, A Sqn, 17/21st
Lancers, B.F.P 0.38,
PENFRIENDS WEEK
LY (50P0 contains
hundreds of people of all

Station

5

µridge. Harrogate, York

-

hurt.

genuine
tends, introduction opnsile sex. with sincerity
v 1: SCOTT for

1

-

thoughtfulness.
tails free, stamps to.
in. Scott, 3 RM North
.torsi, Quadrant, Bright.
..,1

ages. From here to Alice
Springs, all seeking new
friends like YOU. Send
your name and address
and pay of er receiving
five issues.
The Pen
Society, Dept RN 38,
Chorley, Lanes, PR74BS.

Su.:sex,BNI3GJ
sill NORTHAMPTON
.10, seeks girl 16.25,
.1ing anywhere, for
,Idv sincere friends

-

,

- Box No 668R.

HANDSOME GUY, shy.
lonely, seeks girlfriend,
age 19 for friendship.
Phone 48009 Potters area,
8.00pm. Nojokers,

;1\TEES FANS want.

Sae Music Fans

I

irlends Club,

-

10

,triton Road, Tetbury,

is ID LONELY,
t

DENISE', 18, wanted
bloke 1A+, SE London
area- for eoursome holi-

25, 5ft

.,eeks sincere non
ling
(If poaslhie)
London area,

-

day, Torquay, end June.
Photo appreciated. Genuine. Scroungers not

!friend,

phone appro-

genuine replies

ved
,,se

-NG

/

WAR.

PEN"-

Box No

seelts girl for

bond. y abroad, July or
Box No
September.

-

ptmber.

68811

YOUNG 51:SN, 23, wishes
to meet lady tor holiday

,

:ET PEOPLE who
toy doing your kind of
rig Dates In all areas,
lusted by computer. All
,
interests: personWrite
. types.

and frlendahlp any-

-Box Noa87R.
LONELY GUY, 10, seeks
girl for friendship, Sussex
Box
or London area.
where.

-

-

884R.
111.
(Dept RMD)C No
LONELY QUIET London
enter House, Queens guy,
10. interested In
gad, Reading.
JP'HEN, 21, Dears films, discos, music,

,:cere girlfriend. 17.10.
9O181. 2.30 -6.30.

seeks a girlfriend with

International Pen.

American or English.
Box
letters anwored,

.

':NSA ttI ISND9

/.

similar interests In
London, preferably

WANT-

,earl Society, ICnotek-

No

r Limerick, Eire.

rl 18-18 for genuine
clatlonship. Tyneside
at, Tel 0632885468.
OV ELY GIRL. 18, seeks
uytrtend.. Lincolnshire

stamp for details In
confidence to: Maas

-

Chldgey. Dept KM, Postal
Friendship Club 124 Keys
Avenue, Brlatol BS701-IL.

No. 655R.

T307(

---'IGOi- PEN PALS'
JORED?

1.O11EIYT

17, Omits boy,

Photo If possible.
No601R.
POSTAL FRIENDSHIP
CLUB. The modern way
to get more totters! Meet
more people! Postage

-

-

AU

North London area.
- Box

rods area. Tel: Leeds
.:220 and speak to Gary.
OR, 18 years old. seeks

.tea.

-

6135R-

SHYGIRL,

.RT1.FRIEND WANTED
er Gary, 1.8, good
dking, must live In

I

:,

GUY.

ill ENDS. MARRIAGE.
usands of members
,:'and / abroad.
tails, sae, W.F. E 74A
burst Park, NIO.

'

-

cnsidered.

Box No. 047R.

17'i

-

No. 880R.

Write for
',lends now.
,retails in confidence to
n

-

seared

.,i'PERDATE1 DATING
rrvlre for modern guys /

rook! YouIñi. fgJ,eve new
IMntl. ol 1Te opp«lle e.. en

sardrtl'

W of 0455JL

n,..m

-

,

,

Pro

r

o

RARE BOWIE. Zeppelin.
Who, Yes. Sae. -David,
81, Melrose .Avenue,
Sutton Coldfield, West
Midlands.

are

Box No. 67811.
"BEST OF Elvis". 10in
HMV LP (15,
01-907

-

0718

BE BOP De Luxe,
Teenage Archangel, autographed single Offers.

COLLECTOR'S SIN.
GLFIS. from lop. Site. Chris, 19. Whitworth
Send money and sac.
Box No, 188R

Road. Landon, SE25.

OLDIES SALE. Sae,
Free lists.
Dave
Latter, 23, Lyndhurst

-

Road. Chesham, Bucks

TIIIRTI'

-TOP

records (1955-78), from
10p, thousands of titles,
hundreds o! stars. Sae for

-

free lists.
82, Vpndyke
Street. Liverpool, LS ORT.
CHART OLDIES, large

sae - Baxter, 6,
Shaftesbury Avenue,
Portswood, South.

CHART BLASTERS!
Thousands of golden
oldies available, '56-'76, a
must for collectors, a
"godsend" for DJ's, Sue,

-

Dlekery, 8687. West
ern Road, Hove, Bright.
on. Callers welcome.
LP'S FROM 20p. 455 from
Sp. Large sae lists.

''Pat",

.17,

Rotes and Conditions
.at, r,utas

li f,xrrteae,t.etarqxr0'4nee(AxSa.t
51Rout aMtS

.ICtB--0S r,xe cMI

sDyb,eraaPLxa;

ewn
,

td

rest

e 'hN ` TGtta,x

1

.

r....1

Newcombe Road, Shen ley, Herter.
BOWIE TICKET May

0th.

Good position.
Genuine, Offers. -

Avenue, Blackpool

For Sole
to

BEATLES MONTHLIES
£1. 25, others, early

singles, all LP's

to

Sergeant Pepper posters

IC Euston, 18 Faversham
etc. Send sae price list.

Road, London, SE6 IXF.
BOWIE TICKET 4th May
for exchange with 0th
\.lay (any buyers inter
Phone Caercsted ).
philly 084324 after? pm.
ART POR Rock's Sale)
Everyone has posters, Be

-

-

different, have your

favourite rock star hand painted on Blacit velvet.
Striking luminous quality, £7. Money back

guarantee. Send photo,
Brinny's Studio Shop,
Little Haven, Higher

-

Town, Molborough, S.
Devon.
BADGES: BEEP, Sab.
bath, Queen, Wings, 10cc,

Rebel, Quo, Sparks,
Essex, Rollers, =0p post
free. Scarves: Heep,
r.Op

With money
back guarantee. Set of 10

different glossy Kodak

prints, 3'hln by 51n, only
t2 55 plus 10 p&p. New
Cary Gutter, Glltterband,
C. Air Thin Tizzy, Bowie.
Queen, Essex, Cassidy,
Stones, Quo, Slade. B. B.
Deluxe, Sparks, Steeleye,
Bad Company, T. Rex,

lOrc, Reny, Harley,
Purple, Faces, Yes,

NWI.

DE BOP DE LUXE Fan
Club now open. Send to Cl
to Diana, 35. Homer
Street. Landon, WI, fur
one year's membership
First 100 applicants will
receive free poster All
fans will receive photos,

-

shire.
SU. YOUR UNWANTED
.15's and LP's brought or
part exchanged for new
records Large colieetim
urgently required Bend
records or arts with SAIL.
F L. Moore (Records)

Ltd, 187A Dunstable
Road, Luton, Bsd
forlahlre.

S

,EARN 7.100 monthly
mailing letters opsLreUme
SAE Box

records. etc. Post l5p (net
eta mps) plus large sae to:

-BowDolfjn
mans

L,Rlrlon.

NF:W'TON

urgenUy wanted,
"Love Song", and 'TIII
You Say You'll Be Mine",
Box No.
also photos.
00IR.
TICKET (t9) for Elton'a
-I'Ilunton concert, May
Phone 0147941074,
30th.
LENA JA VARON I, TAMMY JON F.M. wan,tsd

-

anything, everything,
will buy - Barrie. 02,
Victoria Road North,
Southern, Flanls.

A&FRC,

-

plus'tapes Sae details.
Dept. FRI. PO Box 416.
BIrmingham, R52 THS.

13,

Hoed, Dart.

"ON THE RUN"

«

omen e n.dc..l,ng
Irem 11111 t. 11,..nd M
pura.« ll.dan

Amp", twin deck.,

AVAILAerl

MCI),

WAVELENGTH

Imue

e.410
sol., u lu urloy
Corned., n e,n JeckN nIIC
P.S. 5e4n1. Ilephal a.,lte
Roche,

Comp.
erte...

tl0.

FRETTED

WANTED
Good looking guy. w
tor

pom.om

t

Imm Semen a..r.By hee.
'Ten D.n le Ow Uhl o
o,r.u.m,e/t

I.~.rtr'e
me,e

u

WITg formed by new m

,

.

,

s

.u
Lo.

WAVELENGTH

(Dept RM)
77

New Bond

Slreet

London W

Co.^.na.

L

71

on.-

t:er.bw.n.

rd 15.nM peel,

G advertise m

tit
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enclose a chequelpolSsl order for

.

.
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M
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1
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MIRROR Er DISC
ALL SMA11 ADS MUST Si STRICTLY PRE -MID

--

)11\ ! ), llt'r!'

1(

--

Ism to, Sma9 Ads Dew B RECORD
Tel No 01 607 tall
Record Mirror 8 Disc for the best results

'

'

1

Get it today.
1019808

is DISC

1

Reaer

k

Rod

Lando«. K7

'lsa

J

;Jtt

ilt \: t't ''."

lh.r

Tbe_rMf, mode ¡dyable In aEC7110

(Jill-\

.

)

rites
lo.

c'Ortlion

iasslc al music' freak

(

it. course

-London W4.

Co11e0e Cn.ec.n1 London
NW3 Td- Cl 2eY UPI IMon

.t/

Nanle

,

.dip

bat l peon

until he dl,.,l.trf'cl r(r'k

-

no ep...1
pl.oeo.
d.u,4dOp: Purer

1:,n.n

play-int.!

your material,
Detail!.
I tae) Glovers. 5/7 Deaden
Road, Lmidn W6 CE A.
LYRICS WANTED by
musicpubltshing house.
11 St Albans Avenue,

Ad,lrea.

.

,«pad.

boats

1.M >ye ..n

-

Who was ,in

ATTENTION LYRIC
writers! Make most of

wwY. A.G.

lao.lny dog.. a
Irl.n. w.n1.d I.r groan.

pau.d

PUBLISH my adverdsement untie. nee lseadmq

Send competed

L.w

I

note

H

-

C80 2017.

,..

,nn1,W

In1,

DO

« le. l.o...^
In .d.e
pie.* 05 DK1.
w .11,h...
Gabe"
lowet.
.,

-

4

.w,.

u

ON

[I,w,vn omen., roam OP
;Mad ROM* Pre,nol,ens
77 N. Rand Wool
Weds.

[

don, Nt5

Ormsklrk 76291.
LYRIC WRITE1114 re.
LYRIC WRITER seeks qulred by recording
composer to form part- company, Details ISAEI
Robert Noakes, LO
nership.
Phone 6003397
Sneyd Hall Road, loxlypm onwards.
PART
TIME HOME. ich, Staffordshire
WORKERS required. All LYRICS WANTED. Anareas, for addressing, chor Music, Knocking,
mailing, typing etc, Ireland. Limerick.
experience unnecessary, SONGWRITER MAGA
good rates. SEND SINE free Iron, IlngSTAMP for detalds. City writern' Asaoclatin
math:ales (Dep. IRM8), 45 (RM), New Street, Eimer.
Sandringham (toad, Nor- 1ek,
I Nwich, Norfolk NR23R2.
STRUMENT repairs.

wod..y

h

pp...n.d

(E.nl..l.nt .a
d for no, alb bn.loNry
patsy. e+d or.myl GN

r

boom

]0

ewe,

LP

transmitter, 15 wane.
-volt cperatlon. DO.
N.
:air for details.
Osborne, 4ab, Vlrarage
Parade, Weal Green
(toad, Tottenham. Lon-

IOUND8000D, 23 L'bracough SL Ormok irk,

,..wen,h

LASSETTr

ing. Northamptonshire.
Fs1 TRANSMITTER, up
to 20 miles range 112 10.
tin_

x.l.,d«.ne«,

those eunp,w

0145

-

MW

peak era, good condition.
t220 -051.608 3735.
I

pnpl.

the

-Pylchlu'y
Peter Lentos, 101,
Road, Ketter-

-

i

here

nit.e.l.
denr and

MI -Amigo
Continental
records available. Sae.

DISCO EQUIP MENT tor
sale, 100 watt "Nero

1171.

Imh,d« n.din r.« londen
IM nel.n ern.du.riny
~swank a.dM J.c.1e, yh?

N W 0.

"RADIO BRIEF", now
month?), newlelter fealurIng IBA, BBC, offshore,
etc, fend 5p BLANK
postal order and 65(:p /
Radio
OSse stamp to:
12191ef, 0, Skardu Road,
London, NW2IER.
CAROLINE THE sound
of the nation? Next Joke
please.
RADIO CAROUSE. true
story until 1974, LP with
Caroline and MI -Amigo
Jingles, photo cover of

r

TM. 10 minor. dorumentary
m..ron of ta.d.n.

Caroline ahlp. (4,20.

Disco Equipment

t--

doom

sheet, Caroline badges
(lop each), colour photos
of Mt -Amigo, Simon
Barrett. Pete Chicago,

taped,

news, views.

-

Musical Services

,SItuatlons Vacant

-

Fr. I. PO Box 410,
Birmingham, H122HS.
FREE It LDIO news

LOVE IS the word.
Caroline is the station.
SECOND ISSUE A&FRC
In 2 weeks,. contains radio

Magazine. number two,
Include. latest land -based
pirate recordings, news,
!pate rest tape or cassette?
Roger Tidy. 11,
t1.
Bennington Park Road,

Bop De Dux! Ltd. 35,
Homer St, London. Wl.,

-

OLIVIA NEWTON - John
single "Love Song" any price paid_ Also Olivia
Imports plus any very old
Olivia records,
Jones,
33 Black Diamond Street.
Newtown, Cheater, Che-

Box

tOp

each + Sae. Exclusive
offers free radio nag /
material fr photos, etc.

ford, Kent,
quarterly newsletters, FREE RADIO Audio
speelul offers. etc. - Be

.1O11N,

Records Wanted

-

-

No. 183R

Fon Clubs

OLIVIA

Yorks WF177DZ.

Imm home.
No 6R2R.

mediate delivery.

M. V. MI -AMIGO. Photo

Wanted

Clegg. I1 Woodside
Crescent, Batley. W.

Rosy.. Slade, Faces- 20p
post free
0 Windsor
Road, Manchester`, M19
-FA.

t--

18

Free Radio

Stanhope Street, London

Sae for ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE
cheque r PO to tan

Programmes: Beep,
Queen, lOcc, Sparks,

fono

Carrie,

Elton

post free.

ir.serdonislcoml '51'1. essued

I

-

-

Langdale.

graph free Sae,

rOLOult CONCERT
PHOTOS

NEW CAROIJ NE / Ml
AMIGO BADGES lullhouette MI -Amigo), ion

LI RIC WRITER needing

composer partner,

Phone Coventry 457060
ROCKSTARS
FELL.

t

this

tAp. oet

"EASE

Larbreck

>t_

SMALLS -order
I

BEATLES PHOTOS off

stage Sae Lyn Gilbert, It

ampton.

Rollers,

1:30110o/rpEflEEQnea

iWOóo«áMwAíN.,Yd(gstl

-

Sabbath, Queen, Wings,
10cc. Slade. Quo, Faces,

Records' For Sale

1

7),one OLDIES available.
Send your wants lists to
me with prices offered.

IZ'

,

FRAIL BROKEN hearts
oh how I can
sympihbe. That divine

-

011ein

he sell the roses to

Newton - John,
what a damnable time the
girl must be hasin' there
days. The strip of a
wench Is drying her tear.
an some tropical island
after finding she had
misplaced her trust In an
affair of the heart. What
of the fiendish ['laggard
that betrayed her you
may ask? What Indeed!
The young man, trading
under the unlikely name
of Lee Kramer, and who
w1. the young songbird's
manager, Is blaming
thew ni. so convenient
"presumes nl work" for
the break
up of their
little love test Rut It's
not him that'll be doing
the. pining.
You must
realise. IJvvy, that rime
men are just born rods.
And some women are
C' almost as fickle' Take
that Lynsey de Paul for
Instance, I doubt If she

IL
.

t

r

divorcee Rrllt Eklund will
certainly not be getting

r1

i

Rock 'n' Roll
genUemnn Robert Plant,
it would have been more

hatred

their

of

1

O
walking'

RECEIVED one of those
International telegram
thing. this week saying
that Thin Lissy wire
playing a concert In

the boards and

-

.

lo Include

.

membership card in her
fan club!!
it It had been that Tong -
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